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ABSTRACT

This report describes a computer-assisted methodology for solving
the Operational uting and Scheduling Problem of the Military Sealift
Command. This is the problem of assigning cargoes to available ships in an
emergency situation so that (a) cargoes reach their destinations within
prescribed time limits, (b) s prescribed system performarce measure is
optimized and (c) other constraints are satisfied. The methodology is
well-suited to an (eventual) "expert system" approach to solving hard
combinatorial problems. Its principles are most appropriate for
large-scale dynamic allocation problems. Thus, the approach is modular,
hierarchical, interactive, adaptive and evolutionary. The cuter program
implementing this methodology has been specifically designed to handle the
special ccmplexities of this problem, while at the same time allowing for
future extensions arnd enhancements. It decomprses the overall problem by
time and uses a network flow algorithms to optimally solve subproblems in
canjunctin with a utility function that is a function of ship utilization,
timely delivery and cargoes, and port congestion.

This report critically assesses the structure and complexity of
this class of problems, describes the Froposed methodology in detail, along
with an evaluation of its advantages over alternative a roaches, presents
computational experience with the procedure and Outlines current and future
plans of this project.
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CHAPTER 1

EXBCrTIVE SMnARY

1.1 Introduction: Project Objectives

The purpose of this report is to describe research carried out at

MIT in onjunction with the project "Analysis and Solution Algorithms of

Sealift Routirng and Scheduling Problems" (referred to from now n as "the

MIT Sealift Routing and Scheduling Project", or as "the Sealift Project",

or simply as "the project"). This report covers activities n the project

up to May, 1985.

Progress in the Sealift Project to date has been in acordance with

both the scientific objectives as set forth in the project's original

proposal and with the schedule that was proposed to achieve these

objectives (Psaraftis and Orlin, 1982). Specifically, on a short-term

basis we had proposed to (a) investigate a class of sealift routing and

scheduling problems, (b) develop, analyze and test soluticn algorithms for

such problems and (c) work with the MSC and others so as to increase our

knowledge of these problems. Cn a longer-term basis, we had set forth the

following goals: (d) develop a procedure that could be ultimately

implemented within the scheduling subsystem of the SEASIRAT system of the

Military Sealift Command (MSC), (e) enhance the state of the art in the

solution of large-scale scheduling, distribution, ard transportation

problems, and (f) advance the state of knowledge in interactive

user-friendly algorithms.

The principal product for our ork thus far is what has been named
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the MIT Ocean Routin and Scheduling System, or MORSS. MCRSS is a computer

program that solves the Operational Routing and Scheduling Problem of the

MSC, that is, the problem of assigning cargoes to available ships in an

emergency situation so that (a) cargoes reach their destinations within

prescribed time limits, (b) some prescribed system performance measure is

optimized and (c) other constraints are satisfied (details follow). As

will be seen shortly, MCRSS possesses features that have been specifically

designed to allcw the handling of the special complexities of this problem,

while at the same time alcwing for future extensions and enhancements.

The rest of this chapter surnmarizes progress in the xproject to

date, whereas details of the work appear in the remaining chapters. We

begin by assessing the structure ard complexity of this class of

problems, an assessment which is critical as to which approach is more

suitable for such problems. We go on to describe the MCRSS general

methodology, along with an evaluation of its advantages over alternative

appoaches. This chapter also briefly describes computational experience

with the MCRSS algorithm, miscellaneous other complishments of the

project to date, and summarizes current and future plans.

1.2 Problem Structure and Complexity

An early attempt was first made by the MIT team to determine the

overall degree of complexity of the SC Operational aouting and Scheduling

Problem, by relating its structure to other routing and schedulirng problems

that have been tackled in the pmst. A timely assessment on this score was

considered important in order to guide subsequent algorithmic design

efforts. Specifically, we wished to assess early on in the project whether
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there was potential for either exact (optimization) aroaches or

optimization-based heuristics for the solution of this problem. We should

note here that before this project was initiated we had examined exact,

mathematical prograrnming formulations of several variants of the general

MSC problem (Bardjis, 1982). This work examined several alternative

objective functions, constraints, etc. Nevertheless, r further attempt

was made to develop solution approaches for those formulations, mainly

because of their cmplexity.

After a fair amount of analysis, we concluded that pirsuing exact

apoaches for this problem was not a particularly pranising direction.

Such an assessment can be justified on several grounds. For instance, it

is clear that a special (and quite restrictive) version of the MSC problem

is identical t the mnlti-vehicle many-to-many advance-request dial-a-ride

problem. The latter is the problem of carrying customers fromn distinct

origins to distinct destinations within specified pickup and delivery time

windows. Such problems can be considered as a special case of the MSC

problem, the case in which all ships and cargoes are assumed identical and

no ship/cargo/port restrictions exist. The difficulty of the dial-a-ride

problem can be understood the fact that about 15 years of research and

algorithm development for this problem have resulted in essentially only

one class of exact algorithrrs, developed for the sinle-vehicle problem and

viable only for very small-sized problems (Psaraftis, 1980, 1983a).

There have also been several multi-vehicle dial-a-ride algorithms

developed, but all of them are heuristic. These include the work of groups

at the University of Maryland (Bodin and Sexton, 1982), Georgia Tech

(Jarvis et al, 1980), MIT (Ja3 et al, 1982, 1984; Jaw, 1984) and others.
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We investigated the potential of "transferring" to the MSC problem the

methodologies developed by these dial-a-ride projects. In particular, Jeng

(1984) investigated the potential of developing a sequential insertion

algorithms for the MSC using the technique developed for dial-a-ride in Jaw

et al, (1984), but the resulting algorithm was never implemented. We

finally decided against such adaptations, mainly because of the substantial

algorithm redesign that such extensions would involve.

Another problem that resembles a special case of the MSC problem is

one analyzed extensively by Fisher et al (1982) for the routing of a fleet

of trucks in the chemical industry. Their method is based on a heuristic

that generates routes, a formulaticn as a set-packing problen ar a

solution using Lagrangian relaxation. Our original project proposal

(Psaraftis and Orlin, 1982) had suggested that we investigate the

suitability of such an approach for the MSC problem. We eventually decided

not to prsue this approach in our project for several reasons. First, to

avoid duplication of effort with the peacetime tanker scheduling project

being carried cut by Fisher ad his team at the University of Pennsylvania

(project also sponsored by ONR). Second, because we thought that adapting

such an approach t the SC operational problem (articularly to the

breakbulk component of it) would require (at a minimum) a nontrivial amount

of redesign, most of it heuristic, to allow the scheduler to handle the

special features of the problem, that is, dynamic updates of input data,

rolling horizon, nonhaogeneous cargoes, etc. In that respect, we decided

to go ahead with a procedure that would be, by design, tailored to the

dynamic nature of the MSC operational problem.

We also reviewed the work of Science Applications Inc (SAI, 1982)
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in terms of suitability for the MSC operational problem. SAI developed a

heuristic algorithm for the "deliberate planning" version of the MSC

problem ("Scheduling Algorithm for Improving Lift", or SAIL). We have

concluded that the SAI algorithm would have to undergo extensive structural

modifications to be able to function in an operational setting (see also

Chapter 2). The main reasons for such a conclusion can be traced to the

anticipated difficulty in roviding3 that procedure with the "restart"

capbility and the appropriate data structure design that are necessary for

the MSC operational problem.

1.3 Solution APvoach: The MRSS Algorithm

The MSC operational problem is by its nature too complex to be

solved by achine alone. As such it requires expert judgement as to how to

assess tradeoffs arr] how to schedule appopriately. Our fundamental

methodology is wel suited to an (eventual) "expert system" aproach to

solving hard combinatorial problems. Thus, our focus is on "prirn iples of

heuristic design" rather than on optimization techniques for special

classes of problems.

The principles that we have focused on are most appropriate for

dynamic allocation problems. As we have already discussed in a previous

progress report (Orlin and Psaraftis, 1983a) oar approach is modular,

hierarchical, interactive, adaptive ard evolutionary. These generic

features - which we consider essential for any algorithm that is developed

for the MSC operational problem - are also discussed in Chapter 3 of this

report. As a result of these heuristic design priniples and many other

considerations, w developsd the MIT Ocean Routig and Scheduling System
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(MCRSS), a general overview of which goes as follows:

MCRSS operates on a "rolling horizon" basis. Referring to Figure

1.1, let T be the total duration of the overall scheduling process for the

problem at hand (that is, from the beginning of the process until all

cargoes have been delivered). Let also a and L be user inputs such that

O<a<l and <L<T.

MRSS decomposes the overall problem by time, using these

parameters. At each iteration it only assigns (to ships) cargoes whose

EPT's (earliest pickup times) fall within a "time window" of (tk, tk + L)

where tk is the beginning of the window at the (current) kth iteration and

L the length of the current time window. Assignments at the kth iteration

are initially made n a tentative basis, by taking into account, aong

other things, (permanent) assignments already ccxroitted to at previous

iterations.

Once tentative assignments at the kth iteration are made, only

those assigned cargoes whose EPr's are between tk and tk + aL are eligible

for "permanent assignment", which is granted if they meet some additional

criteria (more details on the assignment/deassignment procedure will be

given shortly). All other cargoes, that is, all cargoes that have not been

assigned, plus all tentatively assigned cargoes whose EPT's are beyond tk +

aL, return to the pool of unassigned cargoes and are examined at a future

iteration. Ornce assignments at iteration k become permanent, the time

horizon is "rolled" to the interval (tk+l, tk+l + L), with tk+l being the

earliest EPT of all yet unassigned cargoes. Note that tk+l need rot be

smaller than tk + aL, but will rot be greater than tk + L (see Figure 1.1),

barring the circumstance of no cargoes having EPT's between tk+l and tk + L.

:;9.�ppllr�ppr�p-urrasppl m_- - ICI asasrrq�8�n a as� ---------------~laacIl-rrClp --�e 31�-�� i -C---I�-�b-�·L--·^I--�-1--_·�-------·113 -� . ---i.
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One can see that in such a fashion there is always an overlap between

two consecutive iterations, and that by considering all cargoes within a

time window of length L (instead of a.L), MORSS has a "lock ahead"

capability. In that way, permanent assignments at the current iteration

take into account information n cargoes that will be handled in the

future. The values of a and L depend on T, the cargo demand rate and other

inpits, and are subject to calibration. For a typical duration of T = 180

days, reasonable values for a and L might be a = 0.5 and L = 14 days, in

which case MORSS would "look" at to weeks of data at a time but would make

permanent assignments only cne week at a time.

Another concept central to MCRSS is the concept of "seed"

assignments. This is a one-to-one assignment of some cargoes (seed

cargoes) to some ships (seed ships) early on in the scheduling process so

that a good starting solution is obtained. Such a solution serves as a

"skeleton" for the final schedule, which gradually evolves froan the seed

schedule as subsequent assignments are made at future iterations. Seed

selection is performed by slving an assignment problem whose objective

function is the maximization of the total "utility" of the assignment. For

each eligible seed cargo/ship pair, a special subroutine is called to

ccnmte the "utility" of the corresponding pair (more on the utility

function below). The assignment problem is solved by using a novel network

flow algorithm developed by Orlin (1983a, 1983b) for solving the

transportation problem.

The same network flow algorithm is used each time a subsequent

assignment is made, that is, for every time window of the rolling horizon,

and until the end of the horizcn. The main differences between seed
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assignments and subsequent assignments are (a) seed assignments are made on

a ne-to-one basis whereas in subsequent assignments mrore than one cargo

can be simultaneously assigned to a ship, and (b) subsequent assignments

take into account assignments already made at prior iterations by ccnputing

not only the utility of a particular ship/cargo pair, but also the change

in utility in all previous cargo assignments due to the addition of a new

cargo on a ship.

Adding a new cargo on a ship is done by inserting the origin and

destination of the cargo into the current schedule of the ship. To avoid

excessive computations, a simple heuristic determines a good pickup

insertion. Given this insertion, the total charge in utility of the

schedule of the ship is cnomputed for each feasible delivery insertion by

considering the following components:

(a) The change in total "delivery time utility" of all cargoes on

the ship. The delivery time utility of each cargo is assumed to be a "bell

shaped" decreasing function of the tardiness of that cargo (the tardiness

being defined as the delay of the cargo beyond its latest delivery tine if

the delay is positive, and zero otherwise).

(b) The change in "utility due to ship utilization ard schedule

flexibility". For each ship, such utility is assumed to be a two

dimensional "bell-shaped" decreasing function of the ratio of the ship's

residual capc ity over its raninal capacity and an ircreasing function of

the total allowable slack in the ship's schedule.

(c) The change in "port congestion utility" due to both pickup and

delivery. For each port, such utility is assumed to be a decreasing

function of the port's utilization, defined as the ratio of ships visiting
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the port over the capacity of the port, in ships.

The final choice for delivery insertion is the one that yields the

maximum overall utility.

Figure 1.2 exhibits the structure of MBXSS. Only major nodules of

the procedure are shown and "blown-up". Minor routines, which perform

arithmetic calculations, keep track of schedules and perform other database

management functions, are ot shown. Also rot shown is the way the data

structures of this process are organized and linked together. These have

been organized in a very robust cross-reference system, using

list-processing techniques. We believe that these sophisticated data

structures are an integral part of cur contribution to a viable solution

methodology for the operational problem and serve a function which is

crucial for the ability of the scheduler to tackle the problem efficiently

(see Appendix A for more details). The ccde has been written in PASCAL,

which is superior to FCTRAN (arnd certainly CC8OL) with respect to ease of

prograrming and handling of data structures. Further details on the 4FSS

compiter program can be found in Appendices B and C.

MCORSS cannot be directly compared with procedures such as SEACOP or

the SAI algorithm, which have been developed for the deliberate planning

(rather than the operational) MSC problem. Nevertheless, we conclude this

subsection with a summary of ways by which we feel MSS has enhanced the

state of knowledge in solution tools for this specific class of problems

and in heuristic design for complex problems in general:

(a) MCRSS provides a measure of overall system performance. The

actual utility achieved can be measured against the maximum possible

-�BPrssaarr.rraarar.maaarrsasa�-a� --P-·II�·LI --�--a*---.l-*l-- ---- ·----s---�·�-r��s�r�s*lrsraaraarrca- --- i�--
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overall utility.

(b) MCRSS incorporates queueing effects through port congestion

utility. A more refined representaticn of queueir3g delays can be readily

incorporated into the cargo lateness utility function (see also Chapter 3).

(c) MORSS is flexible. It can handle practically any number of

cargoes per ship. Its hierarchical and modular structure allows it to

adapt easily to the staggered availability times of different cargoes and

ships. The code is easily expandable and maintainable, and its design is

such that it can be easily "interrupted" to allow for interaction with the

human scheduler.

(d) MCRSS can handle many roblem complexities easily. In fact,

the addition of these may actually reduce subproblem size ard overall

running time. Such complexities include the presence of divisible and

indivisible cargoes, route restrictions, cargo/port or other shipping

constraints, hanges in rovements requirements, etc.

1.4 Computational Experience

We have tested the IRSS algorithm with data supplied to us by the

MSC. The MSC database includes information on 505 cargoes, 232 shis and

26 ports.

Each of the cargoes is either a single item or a collection of

items that have a distinct POE and a distinct POD. In addition, each cargo

has a preferred ship type, an Earliest Pickup Time (EPT), an Earliest

Delivery Time (EDT), ard a Latest Delivery Time (LIYr). Also kncwn is that

cargo's Short Tons, its 1'asurement Tons and its Deck Area. The 505

cargoes are classified into 8 categories, accordirng to preferred ship type:

~-----~--1Wai asms BDI -~III-1P~..~~C- --~---·- I-- IIPI II-~~---.---~-~-~L·-·-·-·PIP..- IFCbl~-·CIII~--C----·-j- I - Is Y
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These are breakbulk (193 cargoes), seatrain (13 cargoes), R/RO) (151

cargoes), self-sustaining container (54 cargoes), tanker (45 cargoes), and

barge carrier (25 cargoes) while 4 cargoes have an unspecified ship

preference.

Ships are classified into 3 fleet types and 6 ship types: The

fleet type codes are MSC controlled (38 ships), Ready reserve (38 ship;)

and Sealift Readiness Program (156 ships). The ship type codes are

breakbulk (100 ships), seatrain (5 ships), RO/RO (5 ship), self-sustaining

container. (9 ships), tanker (25 ship;) and barge carrier (18 ships).

Informaticn cn shis includes capacity (weight/volume/deck area), draft,

speed, cargo loading and unloading rates, as well as initial location.

Finally, the 26 Forts of the MSC database are classified as

follows: 12 are POE's, 5 are POD's, and the remaining 9 are both POE's and

PCD's. All ports of the database are located in the United States, the

Panama Canal zcne and the Pacific. Information on ports includes the

throughput characteristicsof their various berths and terminals. All

inter-prt distances are also known.

Given a particular "problem instance" (that is, a set of prescribed

inputs for the MSC operational roblem), we have assumed that the scheduler

would like to obtain a preliminary idea regarding whether available

resources are enough to satisfy the prescribed cargo movement requirements.

If the opposite turns out to be the case, it would make little sense to

proceed with a detailed scheduling run, because most cargoes would be

delivered late. Instead, it would then make sense to relay infeasibility

information immediately to the chain of ccmand "uFstream", so that either

the cargo movement requirements are modified, or additional resources are

-r lg81**91BI~iil~l l--laa*~r~slP-~ C~-I---- 1~·^r~`- ---- --C-*---- - ·-"ImCImimm".------ ----- 
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made available, or some other measure is taken to alleviate this problem.

Gross feasibility analysis can be performed at various levels of

detail. At the simplest level, ore can check whether the prescribed cargo

delivery time requirements alone are reasonable or unreasonable. Such a

test calculates the maximum time slack between each cargo's actual delivery

time ad its LYr under the optimistic assumption that the cargo leaves its

PIE imediately at its EPr and travels directly to its POD. The same test

also calculates the minimum ship speed required if the cargo leaves its POE

promptly, is delivered to its POD at its LDT and travels directly.

Applying such a test to all 193 cargoes belonging to the breakbulk

category showed that delivering all of these cargoes on time is virtually

impossible, irrespective of both actual ship resources arn scheduling

strategy. Similar observations were made in the MSC database on virtually

all other cargo/ship categories. Frcm our discussions with MSC personnel,

we understood that such infeasibility of the database could be attributed

in part to the "sanitization" process that was used to convert the database

from classified to unclassified. Other factors might be valid as well,

such as the facts that in practice a cargo's Err and Lr are sometimes (if

not always) determined by two different (and sometimes unrelated) decision

processes. As a result, a cargo's LDT usually reflects neither that

cargo's availability at its POE, nor its POE/P)O distance.

A second-level feasibility test takes also into account ship

resources as well. It formulates the feasibility problem as a

"transportation" problem. It sets up a bipartite network, with supply

nodes representing ships, and demand nodes representing cargoes. The

optimal value of this problem is a lower bound n the actual total weighted
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tardiness (ton-days late) that would icur under any actual allocation of

available ship to cargoes.

We chose a subset of the SC database for the initial runs of MORSS

with certain goals in mind. For ease of analysis we wanted ships and

cargoes to be of canpatible types. We desired the Problem size to be at

orce small enough to easily manage ad comprehend, ard large enough to

contain the complexities of the S;C operational sealift problem. Finally,

we wanted a nontrivial problem, one which reflectedto some extent the

infeasibility of some of the time windows in the MSC database.

CXr objective in the initial comnpltational study was twofold.

First, we wanted to verify that MIS was operating correctly and in a

manner consistent with its design. Secondly, we desired to begin

calibration of the parameters of the model, that is, empirically test the

effect of seed assignments, cargo size and time window arrangement on the

quality of the overall solution. Our procedure was also two-fold. First,

we tested MCPSS n increasingly larger problems until we were satisfied

that the nodel was debugged. Then we began the calibration study, which we

now discuss.

The initial runs confirmed our intuition that seed assignments

greatly influence the quality of the final schedule. Our strategy was to

try a variety of seed assignments in order to gain a measure of the

quantitative effects of this key factor. These assignments were made

randomly at first, then varied to test various hypotheses about what

constitutes "good" seed assignments. In particular, we attempted to

improve the quality of the solution (e.g. decrease the number of

undelivered cargoes) y modlifying the assignment of seeds from one run to
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the next.

From the runs of MiRSS, (see details in Chapter 4), it became

evident that the performance of the system depends highly on the particular

data set being used. Many factors are involved. Boundary conditions,

cargo size, seed selection a interactions betrween large cargoes may

account for much of the difficulty. In addition, the rarameters involved

in the utility functions need detailed calibration themselves. To aid in

the analysis of the run, MCPSS camputes a large variety of statistics at

the end of each run. These statistics are the measures by which we

evaluated the performance of the system. The most important of the cargo

statistics are the percentages of cargoes (delivered) on time ard tons

(delivered) on time. These most clearly reflect the primary concern of the

MSC to deliver cargoes on time.

Among the ship-related statistics, route circuity, ship utilization

anr percent of tine spent in ort are the most important. By "route

circuity" we mean the ratio of the total distance traveled by a ship

divided by the sum of POE-POD distances for all cargoes carried by the

ship. Thus, a c circuity (less than half) means the ship carries many

cargoes most of the time, while a high circuity (more than 1.5) means the

ship carries few cargoes at a time, and takes a rather circuitous route,

iobably deadheading a good part of the tine also. These measures are

imprtant as indications of the efficiency at which the system operates.

Results of these runs show that ship utilization and the

percentage of tons delivered are not correlated with the percentage of

tons delivered on time. They also shcw a strong linear correlation between

the percentage of on-time cargoes and tons. The percentage of cargoes on
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time seems close to being independent of the percentage delivered. These

preliminary results indicate that ship utilization is not a good

performarce measure for problems with tight or infeasible scheduling

requirements. This result will be checked more closely with a larger

feasible set of cargo movement requirements during the calibration

procedure.

In general, cur initial tLRSS runs appear to be interesting and

encouraging. The algorithm generates schedule patterns that seem to be

"clever" with respect to a particular cargo movement requirement. For

instance, rundtrips or other, more complicated routes are generated, and

large-scale cargoes are split. Further interpretation of these and other

test runs would feed back into further refining the algorithm.

1.5 Miscellaneous Other Activities

Other than the development of MORSS, there have been a number of

other activities related to the project:

(1) We have had four meetings with MSC personnel: One in

Washington, D.C. in May of 1983 where a general discussion (which included

the University of Pennsylvania team) was conducted, and three at MIT, in

December of 1983, in November of 1984 and in May of 1985, where

representatives of the MSC interacted with the MIT team on topics related

to the algorithm and the MiSC database. The last two meetings included

anplter demonstrations by the MIT team of versions of the MORSS algorithm.

(2) In March of 1984 the MIT team presented its work at a workshop

organized by the MSC arnd the Joint Deployment Agency, in Tampa, Florida.

The workshop included presentations by the University of Pennsylvania and

Georgia Tech groups (see also Jarvis, et al, 1982) n their pjects.
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(3) Progress in the project has been also presented at three

CRSA/TIMS meetings: One in Orlando (Orlin and Psaraftis, 1983b), one in

San Francisco (Orlin and Psaraftis, 1984), and one in Boston (Psaraftis et

al, 1985).

(4) A student M.Sc. thesis was written on the solution of a version

of the MSC problem usirn an insertion algorithm (Jeng, 1984).

(5) A PhD thesis was submitted on the developrent and analysis of

certain algorithms, exact arnd heuristic, for "analyzable" version of the

MSC problem (Kim, 1985). A pFaper based on this work was presented at the

EURO-VIII Conference in Bologna, Italy (Kim et al, 1985).

(6) An anmtated bibliography of about 70 references in this

general problem area was prepared Thompson, 1983). These references are

maintained in the MIT project library.

(7) Finally, contacts have been maintained with a sister project,

sponsored by the Military Airlift Cbmmand (MAC), at MIT's Flight

Transportation Laboratory. Although the schedulirng problems of MSC and MAC

and the scopes of the two projects are different, both sides are interested

in exploring the potential for transferring scheduling methodologies from

one project to the other.

1.6 Current and Future Plans

Further research directions entail six tasks: (1) investigate and

calibrate alternative utility functions, (2) investigate cargo assignment

interactions, (3) develop more sophisticated seed selection methods, (4)

mcdel queueing effects at ports, (5) undertake sensitivity analysis and

(6) further test the algorithm and enhance its user-friendly features. At
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGRXJND Ct EE PROBLiM

2.1 Introduction

Before cne can attempt to solve a problem, one must first define

it. To that end, the MIT project team has spent a considerable aount of

effort in the early phases of the oject in order to better unrderstand the

structure ard complexity of the oblem at hand. A second, prallel effort

concerned the definition of "the roblem" in clear and explicit rather than

vague or ambiguous terms.

As in many comxnplex problems, ambiguity in the MSC problem ranges

fran issues related to lack of a clear definition of the Froblem

objective(s) or constraints, to issues such as whether a specific problem

parameter must be considered a decision variable or an exogenous user

input. To state a few examples, issues that have to be addressed to

resolve ambiguity include (but are not limited to) the following: Does the

MSC wish to maximize the number of cargoes delivered on time, or minimize

the total ton-days of cargo delivered late? Does one allow a cargo to be

split? Does ne consider due dates as "soft" or as "hard" constraints?

Does one, in fact, consider due dates as decision variables in this

problem, or does one take them as exogenous user inputs? (With respect to

this last issue, it is clear that somebody in the whole chain of ccmmand in

sealift scheduling somehow makes a decision regarding what the due date of

a cargo should be; so the question is whether this decision is part of our

problem). Does one similarly consider ports of embarkation or debarkation

as decision variables, or take them again as exogenous user inputs? It is
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clear that the resolution of such ambiguities is rarunt in our ability

to create a realistic model for the real-world roblem and ultimately solve

the problem.

Both efforts described above (that is, cnplexity assessment and

problem definition) were undertaken n rallel because we wished to cmne

up with a problem definition that was both realistic ard at the sane tine

well-understood in terms of structure and complexity. We paid particular

attention to the identification of similarities between the problem at

hand and other problems that were tackled in the Fast, so that we could

take maximum advantage of known techniques that might be transferred to

this problem.

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the results of our

assessment cn that score, and, in a way, put the problem at hard into the

proper perspective. Such a perspective forms the basis of the development

of the MORSS soluticn procedure that will be described in Chapter 3. An

overview of the real-world problem and current practices is presented in

Section 2.2 Section 2.3 reviews similarities ad differences between this

problem and other related roblems and explores the possibilities of

methodology transfer among these problems. Section 2.3 specifies the

version of the problem to be examined and distinguishes between parameters

that are explicit decision variables in this analysis, ad other variables,

which are exogenous user inputs for the version of the problem at hand.

Finally, Section 25 sets forth a set of generic design features that a

ccmputer-assisted procedure should possess in order to be able to solve the

MSC operational problem, and comments on the suitability of the SAI

algorithm for solving that problem.
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2.1 Overview of the Real-World Problem and Current Practices

The Military Sealift Command (MSC) is the agency responsible for

providing alift capability for the Department of Defense. Three of its

most important missions according to Scott (1982) are the following:

(1) Provide peacetime logistical sealift support of military

forces worldwide;

(2) Develop plans for the expansion of the peacetime sealift fleet

to support military contingency operations and mobilization. And

(3) Acquire and operate this expanded fleet to provide contingency

and mobilization sealift support of military forces worldwide.

The SC scheduling activities in support of peacetime logistical

support are similar to those accomplished by commercial liner companies and

by chartered shipping operators. The problem is to size the fleet at the

optimum level and to schedule ships to transport cargoes among ports most

economically.

The scheduling requirements for the SC cntingency and

mobilization mission areas are different frcmn those durirng eacetime

operations. Besides involving a larger number of ships and cargoes, (this

number can be as high as several thousard cargoes and 1,500 ships) the

ability to deliver cargo cn time row becanes paramount. Under such a

setting, the objective of the MSC is to ensure that all cargo, dry and

liquid, arrive at destination as planned.

The key objective of MSC's strategic planning of sealift operations

for contingency and nmobilization situations is to ove military forces and

supplies to the required location during a period of potential or actual
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conflict within a required time. For this reason, MSC has initiated the

developient of a comprehensive methodology, SEASTRAT, to perform the

schedulingr of MSC transprtaticn resources and thereby evaluate the

feasibility of meeting mobilization requirements. At present, SFASTRAT is

intended to assist planners solve the "deliberate planning" version of

the MC routing and scheduling problem. This deliberate planning problem

significantly differs frcm the MSC "operational" scheduling problem,

which is the problem on which the MIT roject has focused.

Before we proceed with SFASRAT, we highlight the similarities and

differences between these two classes of Problems:

Both the deliberate planning problem a the operational scheduling

problem call for an assignment of cargoes to ships so as to satisfy "as

best as possible" the cargo movement requirements and the due dates that

have been specified as part of an "Operational Plan". In the deliberate

planning problem, inputs are generated according to a plausible scenario

that represents a contingency that may arise in a part of the world. In

the operational problem, inputs correspond to a real scenario that has

actually occurred and evolves in time.

Despite their conceptual similarities (e.g. both problems

essentially call for a "reasonable," good," or "optimal" allocation of

cargoes on ships to satisfy the due dates that have been spcified), the

two problerrs have significant differences: For instance, the emphasis in

the deliberate planning problem places more emphasis on the determination

of the minimum number of ships that are ecessary for the successful

executicn of a plan, while the operational problem emphasizes the efficient

use of available ships to meet the due dates with the minimum aount of
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delay. The deliberate planning problem involves relatively lorng time

horizons (and thus involves a greater degree of uncertainty; initial ship

positions, queueing delays at ports, ad other factors are either not known

with certainty co cannot be predicted with accuracy) while the operational

problem is typically of shorter duration (ard thus involves a lower degree

of uncertainty; most of the inputs are either known a priori - e.g.

positions or availabilities of ships, or become eventually kncown t the

decision-maker along the course of events). Information in a deliberate

planning problem is typically highly aggregate, while in an operational

problem one is typically faced with highly detailed information on the

problem. Several other differences exist, the enumeration of which is

outside the scope of this report. In oar opinion, the most significant

conceptual difference between the to problems is as follows. Whereas the

data to the deliberate planning problem is specified in advance and is

static, the input data of the operational problem changes dynamically in

time, with the rd "dynamically" interpreted as "at the same time the

decision-makirng process (whether automated, manual, or man-machine) is

taking place". For instance, new cargo requirements may be imposed a week

after the occurrence of the scenario, that is, after the initial

cargo-to-ship allocation decisions have been made. Or, certain ships

and/or ports may cease to become operational for various reasons

(malfunction, attrition, etc). Marry other examples can be devised. It is

therefore clear that special consideration should be given to the

scheduling methodology that "solves" the operational problem, so that its

dynamic nature is taken into account. Similarly, extreme caution should be

exercised in attempting to "transfer" to the operational problem
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methodolog ies that have been developed t solve the deliberate planning

problem (more this point later).

With these considerations in mind, we cone back to SEASTRAT and

describe how it relates to current MSC practices. The objective of

SEASIRAT is to schedule ships ad cargo transport so as to deliver cargo to

the required ports of debarkation within the proper time (see SEASTRAT,

1981). The ship routes a schedules must be consistent with initial cargo

arnd ship locations, port capacities, cargo and ship types so as to provide

a feasible (ard hopefully "optimal") solution to the scheduling problem.

SEASRAT will eventually replace the Strategic Sealift Contingency

Planning (SEACOP) system. SEACOP is, by today's standards, a rather old

system, run for the first time on SC's Honetell 1200 ccmputer in 1972. It

was designed to perform detailed planning. It takes into aocount precise

ship characteristic data (e.g. exact speed, capacity, etc.) and produces a

detailed shipping schedule. SEACP was not readily accepted by the

planning oomunity, which was at that time oriented to gross feasibility

planning. The plannirng hilosophy has since changed, arnd the detailed

output of SEACOP corresponds to current requirements. However, there are a

number of deficiencies in the system that cause problems. The operation of

the system consumes considerable comauter time (up to forty hours for large

plans); there is restart capability; the loading arnd scheduling

algorithms lack credibility. There is also a recognized need for an

automanated transportation planning, which is not provided by SEP.

According to Kaskin (1981) nmost of the problems that analysts have

discovered about SEACOP are due to deficiencies in the logic within the

Schedular Subsystem. There are also several other Problems that are the
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result of defects in the overall system design anrd implementation.

When a Comnander-in-Chief develop an Operational Plan, he also

establishes a Time-Phased Force Deployment Data (TPFDD) file (see SEASTRAT,

1981). The file contains information about what cargo is to be transported

fran what port of embarkaticn to what port of debarkation, with earliest

and latest arrival dates specified.

Currently the MSC processes the TPFDD by means of the SEAX)P

system. The TPFD is edited for validity of data, and mrovement

requirements are aggregated on the basis of commcn cargo type, ports, and

time requiremer.ts. The system then calculates ship availability by taking

into account the level of mobilization, determining what ships are usable

under that level (e.g. cxwned fleet, available at all times; NATO fleet,

available only in NATO plans; etc), art calculating the time required to

travel to various ports and discharge their cargo. Feasibility is then

assessed by simulating the loadirng of shis ard the transport of goods, and

then determining which loads were rot scheduled or arrived later.

Under the present system, the automated feasibility analysis must

be improved by hand manipulation (see SEASTRXT, 1981). For example, one of

SEACOP's deficierrcies is that it can only load ten aggregated cargoes onto

a ship, no matter how snall the resulting load is. It is therefore obvious

that a process of hand-scheduling cargo into the empty space or underloaded

ships may show a plan to be rrore nearly feasible than the rrmodel has

indicated. Some analysts try to improve the detailed schedules produced by

SEAC)P by hand-rescheduling or by proposing changes in times associated

with specific loads. However, this approach becomes impractical with large

plans. Other analysts make a broader set of suggestions about relocation
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or reschedulirng of cargoes, after looking at summary informatiaon output by

the model (number of shiploads per port, etc.). An analyst can prepare

specific changes the TPFDD a run SEACOX)P again to check feasibility of

the modified transportation requirements. However, due to the EACCIP's

inefficiency (up to forty hours required for large plans), any process of

successive approximation to a feasible plan is severely limited.

A more accurate and more efficient method for conducting

feasibility analysis is needed to be employed by SEASTRAT. This method

mrust be able to identify which requirements result in infeasibility. In

this way, changes that would render a plan feasible could be suggested.

Such changes could include changing the level of mrrbilization, increasing

shipping capacity in specified ways, suggesting a better distribution of

cargoes among ports of embarkation, etc. If this method for suggesting

changes involves successive approximations (a repeated sequence of

adjusting the TPFDD and performing feasibility analysis), then the

feasibility analysis must be a quick process that can be repeated several

times without affecting the overall analysis schedule.

Unfortunately, the schedules produced by SEACQP are not realistic.

According to Kaskin (1981) "too many ships with less than 50% utilization

deliver their cargoes late." This poor performance has to do with the

design of SEACOP's Schedular Subsystem, as we shall see below. The

Schedular assigns a cargo movement requirement from the TPFDD file and

scores each ship eligible to carry the requirement to the port of

debarkation, by using a simple fornula. (An eligible ship is one that

meets the port of debarkation draft and length restrictions, that has

sufficient boom capacity, and that will allow the ship to meet its latest
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arrival date). The score of each eligible ship deperds n the ship's

expected arrival date to the port of debarkation and n the ship's

utilization factor (i.e., capacity of ship utilized as a fracticn of ship's

total capnity). The eligible ship with the lowest score is assigned the

cargo.

SEACP's scoring formula does not schedule ships against moveent

requirements in a realistic manner. It determines the fate of a ship uon

assignment of its first cargo without considering other available cargoes.

Additionally, if a cargo is assigned to a ship that does not, after all

cargo movement requirements are considered, have sufficient cargo to be

c nited to sail, then such cargo is not sent. In reality, one could

possibly reassign the cargo to another ship that might arrive a little

late. Another flaw, mentioned already, is that the Schedular currently

does rot allow ore than ten roverent requirements to be assigned to the

same ship. Since ovement requirements are often small in size, ten loads

may rnt be enough to fill the ship above the minimum required for that ship

to sail. Thus, the cargo will beoe "frustrated".

Kaskin in his Point Paper concerning suggestions for SEACOP's

improvement (Kaskin, 1981) states the following:

"The overall result of the above deficiencies is that SEACCP roduces

unacceptable schedules for most plans. This can be verified by

talking with the analysts who use the model daily. Unfortunately,

there is resently no way to determine how poor the SEACOP schedules

really are. SEACOP has never been validated. That is, SEACOP's

outpats have never been compared with the best schedule that human

operators might come up with, given the same ships ar movement
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requirements".

To date, the most significant algorithmic development effort in

conjunction with SEASTRAT (that is, with the deliberate planning version of

the roblem) has been the work of Science Applications, Inc. (SA.I, 1982).

SAI developed an algorithm called "Scheduling Algorithm for mproving Lift"

(SAIL).

SAI formulated a transportation retwork model to solve the

deliberate planning problem. The model was designed to minimize total

system costs (the cost of the ship use and penalties for lateness of cargo

delivery represented as a functicn of the cargo/ship assignments) subject

to constraints which required that all cargo be delivered and ship capacity

not be exceeded. The objective furncticn coefficients incorporated all

system costs, including those of delays. Then the problem was solved by

successive iterations over the values of those coefficients, using a

well-krown solution algorithm for the transportation problem, until no

further improvement could be made. Throughout the procedure, time

constraints were regarded as being "soft". (If a time window can be

violated, it is referred to as a "soft" time constraint). The method of

updating cost oefficients and assigning seed cargoes was also heuristic.

A detailed description of the SAI methodology is beyond the scope

of this report and can be found in SAI (1982). However, a crucial question

that the MEIT team felt obliged to answer was to what extent the SAI

methodology, which was developed for the deliberate planning problem, could

be "transferred" to the operational problem. This report addresses this

very important issue in Section 2.5.

We conclude this section by noting that to date, there has been no
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counterpart of SEACOP or the SAI algorithm for the operational MSC problem.

Thus, if an actual mobilization situation were to occur, detailed sealift

schedulirn would have to be done y hand.

2.3 Relationship to Other Problems

Tob gain further insight into the structure of the MSC problem, we

now review me problems in other environrments that are conceptually

related to this problem, ar] thus, conceivably are promising from a

methodological viewpoint.

(1) The Dial-A-Ride Problem

The dial-a-ride problem is the problem of carryirng customers fran

distinct origins to distinct destinations within specified pickup and

delivery time windows. The problem can be considered as a restricted

version of the MSC problem, in which all ships and cargoes are assumed

identical and no ship/cargo/port restrictions exist. Whereas it is clear

that such a restriction is unrealistic, we outline below the main

algorithmic developments with respect to dial-a-ride over the past decade.

Several approaches have been developed for solving versions of the

dial-a-ride problem. Wilson et al, (1976, 1977) and Bodin and Sexton

(1982) developed heuristic algorithms for practical applications.

Psaraftis (1980, 1983a, 1983b, 1983c) analyzed and developed exact and

heuristic algorithms for several different versions of the problem.

Recently, Jaw et al (1982, 1984) developed heuristic algorithms for

multi-vehicle problems with time constraints.

The work of Psaraftis (1983a) was an exact dynamic rogramning

algorithm with forward recursion, whose time bound was O(n2 3n) for a single
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vehicle problem of n customers. The objective of the problem was to

minimize the time needed to service all customers and the algorithm

identified infeasible (with respect t time constraints) problem instarces.

Bodin and Sexton (1982) formulated a mixed-integer linear

prograrning problem for a one-sided time constraint (desired delivery time)

problem and developed an algorithm based n Benders' deccanpsition for

solving it. The objective was to minimize the total "inconvenience"

customers may experience due to excess ride time and deviation from the

desired delivery time. The initial solution for the algorithm was obtained

by the "space-time heuristic", which was a variant of the "nearest

neighbor" heuristic in which the "measure of closeness" was represented by

a parameter called "space-time separation". Later, Bodin and Sexton,

(1982b) developed a procedure to solve the multi-vehicle version of the

problem. In this procedure, a "swapper" algorithm was used to improve

vehicle clusters and the "space-time" heuristic was used as a single

vehicle routing subroutine.

Jaw et al (1982) developed an algorithm for solving the

multi-vehicle dial-a-ride problem with "soft" time-winda constraints. The

objective of the problem was to develop a set of routes for a fleet of

vehicles serving cstormers who have to be picked up from specified origins

arnd delivered to specified destinations so that overall vehicle

productivity was maximized. The algorithm consisted of three successive

and distinct steps: "grouping", "clustering", and "routing". Grouping

divided customers into "time groups;" on the basis of their desired pickup

arnd delivery times. Clustering separated customers of each time group into

"clusters" and assigns vehicles to serve each cluster. "uting" generated
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routes for each individual vehicle to serve every cluster in turn ard for

every time group.

In Jaw et al (1984), the same authors developed an "insertion"

algorithm for the "hard-time-constraint" version of the problem. In this

version, the solution which violates any of given time constraints is

regarded as "infeasible". The algorithm sequences the customers in

ascending crder of their earliest pickup times. Then, customers are

assigned to different vehicles based on certain criteria. The current

requests are inserted into the previously built-up tour of each vehicle in

service. Anor the feasible insertions, the one which optimizes the

objective value is chosen as the best insertion. An insertion is

infeasible if, as a result, any service constraints are violated for the

current request or for any of the customers already n board the vehicle.

This procedure has some potential for solving the sealift problem.

In fact, Jeng (1984) investigated the potential of "transferring" this

methodology by developing the framework for a sequential insertion

algorithm for the MSC problem.

It is important to point out that, with the exception of the

dynamic programming approach developed for the single-vehicle problem and

which is viable only for very small problems, all other dial-a-ride

algorithms have been heuristic, especially the ones developed for the

multi-vehicle problem. Given the fact that the MSC problem is a

generalization of (and hence, more difficult than) the dial-a-ride problem,

it is unlikely that the general version of the MSC scheduling problem can

be eventually solved efficiently by an exact (optimization) appoach.

Moreover, any heuristic (i.e. approximate) methodology that is developed
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for this same general version of the MSC scheduling problem is very

unlikely to lend itself to wrst-case or average-case analysis. Such

analyses measure h goaod (in terms of deviaticr frcn the theoretical

optimum) a particular heuristic algorithm is cn a worst-case basis or cn

the average (respectively), arnd can be typically developed for simpler,

more restrictive versions of a given problem. For the MiSC case, such

analyses are very interesting froa a theoretical point of view, but less

interesting from a practical point of view because the versions that are

amenable to such an analysis are very restrictive. In any event, such

versions have been systematically analyzed in the IDoctoral dissertation of

Kim (1985) arnd are briefly reviewed in Chapter 5 of this report.

(2) The Bulk Delivery Scheduling Problem

Another problem that resembles a special case of the MSC problem is

one analyzed extensively by Fisher et al (1982). They considered the

problem of scheduling a fleet of vehicles delivering a bulk product stored

at a central depot. The objective of the problem was to maximize the value

of the product delivered to all customers, less the fleet operating costs

irncurred in making these deliveries. They developed a mixed-integer

programming formulation of the problem and a soluticn algorithm based on

Lagrangian relaxation and a multiplier adjustment method.

The algorithm first heuristically generates a menu of possible

vehicle routes taking into account the geographical location of customers,

and the amounts of demands ard truckloads. A route is excluded if the

customers cn the route are spread out through a large geographical area or

if the amount of the product that could be delivered to the customers on

the route is significantly less or significantly more than a truckload.
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A model is formulated to select optimally frcm this menu of

possible routes a subset that could actually be driven, specifying the time

each route should start, the vehicle to be used, and the amount to be

delivered to each customer on the route. In that case, the request can

either be turned down or another back-up vehicle can be added into the

system. Also, the algorithm has been rodified to accept vehicle capacity

constraints. Then, as a technique for solving the problem, a Lagrangian

relaxation method is used introducing a multiplier adjustment method.

The Lagrangian relaxation method is an important computational

technique for solving certain mixed-integer programing problems. The

rationale underlying the method is the fact that many hard combinatorial

problemr can be viewed as easy problems complicated y a relatively sal1

set of side constraints. Dualizing these side constraints (ighing them

by multipliers and placing them in the objective furnction) produces a

Lagrangian problem that is easy to solve and whose optimal value is an

upper bound (for maximization problems) on the optimal value of the

original problem. Thus, it can be used in place of linear programming

relaxation to rovide bounds in a branch and bound algorithm.

Recently, these sae authors have adapted this method to the

"peacetime tanker scheduling" problem of the SC (Fisher and Rosenwein

1984). This problem can be considered as counterpart of the SC emergercy

scheduling poblem in the sense that the objective in peacetime operations

is similar to that of a commercial shipping company (i.e. minimization of

costs) rather than the timely delivery of the cargo.

One key conceptual difference between the truck problem and the

tanker problem is the fact that whereas each truck's trip starts and ends
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at the same rescribed point (the depot), the endpoints of each of the

tankers in the fleet are neither the same, nor necessarily prescribed in

advance. Tankers do not have to return to a central depot at the end of

their trip. Indeed, their trip may consist of an open-ended sequence of

port visits. Fisher's team handled this variation from their original

model by imposing a limit cn the amount of idle time each tanker could wait

at each port and by decomposing the problem and looking at one "time

horizon" at a time. For instance, they could schedule ships within the

next (say) 60 days (that is, ignoring scheduling demands fran day 61 on)

with the additional requirement that ship shculd idle at any port by

more than (say) a week. Such a treatment served to limit the number of

schedules generated by the schedule generator to a manageable number.

Fisher's team reported satisfactory comptational experience with

this procedure for a series of test problems (Fisher et al, 1984). This

suggests that this appoach is certainly promisirng for the peacetime tanker

scheduling problem of the MSC. However, the extent to which this

methodology can be extended to solve the MSC operational problem is less

clear. The SC operational problem involves in addition to oil (which is a

bulk commodity) general cargo as well, either containerized or breakbulk.

This means that a ship is likely to carry a number of different cargoes at

the same time. This factor alone may make the number of schedules needed

to be generated by the schedule generator prohibitively large. Moreover,

it is not clear ho this procedure can handle dynamic updates of input

data. Thus, in addition to a significant aount of new reserch that would

have to be undertaken to address these and other issues, we conjecture that

this approach would have to undergo a significant degree of redesign, most
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of it heuristic, to be tailored to the features of the MSC operational

problem.

2.4 Definition of the rational Problem; Assuptions

As stated in the project proposal (Psaraftis and Orlin, 1982), an

oversimplified and generic definition of the MSC operational routing and

scheduling problem is the following:

Given a set of available ships (located at any given point in time at

given points somewhere in the ocean) and a set of cargoes (awaiting

pickup at given ports of embarkation (POE's) and requiring delivery at

given ports of debarkation (POD's) ard within specified time limits)

that is the allocation of cargoes to available ships that "optimizes"

a prescribed delay-related measure of performance?

After extensive discussions both within the MIT team and with MSC

ersonnel, the following additional clarifying assumptions have been made

regarding the definition of the problem at hand:

(1) The problem is dynamic in nature, that is, information on inpits

such as cargoes, shiFps, and ports may (but does not necessarily have to)

become available to the decision-maker (the scheduler) concurrently with

the decision-making process. Previous information may be updated.

(2) The problem is deterministic in the sense that no robabilistic

information n the input variables of the problem is available. Issues

such as queueing ad congestion at ports which are inherently probabilistic

are definitely taken into consideration, but in an approximate, and

deterministic fashion at this stage of the research. As will be described

in Chapter 3 the queueing process is a very important area for further
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research, (see also Chapter 5).

(3) We assume that all decisions concerning the ode of transport of a

particular cargo have been already made at the strategic level. That is,

this roblem is rot concerned with deciding an whether a particular cargo

should be carried by the MSC or by MAC (the Mlilitary Airlift Carand).

Instead, the problem looks only at cargoes that have been already assigned

to the MSC for-transport. Similarly, this problem is not concerned with

interactions between the SC and other Transportation Operating Agencies of

the Department of Defense, such as MIMC (the Military Traffic Management

Camnard), or others. We assume that for each cargo, its POE, its PCID, and

the time limits within which its transport should take place are user

inputs rather than decision variables. In other words, deciding which is

the most apropriate POE for a articular cargo, or determining when this

cargo is available at its PCOE or due at its POD are ot art of the problem

at hand. These important decision issues are currently being investigated

by a Georgia Tech project, spcxsored by the Joint Deployment Agency (see

Jarvis et al, 1982). These issues are outside the scope of our project.

(4) We allcw for multiple types of ships and cargoes (i.e. tankers,

ro/ro ships, breakbulk, etc.), as well as for the splitting of a cargo

(usually due to size), but cur methodology does nrot consider transfers of

cargoes among ships. The implication of this is that feeder oerations

which would bring a certain cargo by ship into a certain port, to be picked

up subsequently by another ship, are not odeled by cur problem. We only

consider such cargoes (if any) after they have arrived (by whatever mode)

at their designated POE's.

(5) We assume that each ship can carry any nunber of distinct cargoes
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(as long as they are compatible and its capacity is not exceeded) and that

it can make any number of stops can its schedule (to pick up and/or deliver

other cargoes). Pickups and deliveries can be interspersed along the

route, and nultiFle roundtrips or triangular routes can be considered.

(6) This problem does not consider ship convoys, nor cargo precedence

constraints of the form "this cargo should be picked up before this other

cargo is delivered" or "cargo # 37 should arrive before both cargoes # 1

and # 48 arrive." Issues such as the above might be very important in

practice, but were left for a future pase of this work.

(7) Each cargo is assumed to have a POE, a POD, an Earliest Pickup Time

(EPT), an Earliest Delivery Time (ED) and a Latest Delivery Time (LDT).

Also the data include the direct distance between that cargo's POE and POD,

its weight, volume and surface area. After extensive discussions with MSC

personnel, we decided that Er's and EDT's should be considered "hard"

constraints, whereas LDT's should be considered "soft". This means that a

cargo cannot be picked up before it becomes available at its POE (at its

EPr) and also cannot be delivered at its POD before its EDT. This last

requirement was imposed because there might be valid logistical reasons on

why a certain cargo cannot be delivered earlier than a prescribed time

(lack of adequate support facilities etc.). With regard to a cargo's LDT,

we decided that it should be considered a "soft" constraint (hence, is

amenable to violation) because we judged that it would be better to deliver

a cargo late (especially if it is only a few days late) than not deliver it

at all (which could happen if this constraint also ere "hard"). At the

same time, and so as to discourage late deliveries, we decided to

incorporate a term into our objective funrction that penalizes cargo
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tardiness (see also Chapter 3). Our model also allows for the possibility of a

cargo not being delivered. In such an event, that cargo would be "flagged",

arnd its due date might subsequently be readjusted after an interaction

between the 14C and the authorities responsible for issuing the cargo

movement requirements.

(8) The data for each ship includes quantities such as capacity

(weight/volume/deck area), draft, speed, cargo handling capacity and

initial location. The data for each port includes the draft and the

throughput characteristics of its various berths and terminals.

(9) Finally, we briefly discuss the objective function of this problem

(more details will be presented in Chapter 3). Fran our discussion with

MSC personnel we concluded that there are three primary events that are

likely to create problems in any given operational scheduling situation,

and hence, should be explictly considered by cur approach: (a) Late

delivery of cargoes, (b) low ship utilization and (c) severe port

congestion. The occurrence of any one of the above three events is

considered an undesirable outcome in any operational situation, and

therefore should be explicitly penalized. In SEACOP, (a) and (b) have been

recognized to cause problems (Kaskin, 1981), whereas (c) has been

canpletely neglected. Of course, in reality (c) is ultimately reflected

into (a). However, we thought important to consider queueing and

congestion at prts explicitly rather than implicitly because of the

broader ramifications that this issue could create in the logistics of the

overall problem. We present the modeling of these three criteria in

Chapter 3.
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2.5 Generic Desin Features of an Operational Schedulin

Algorithm (MITL A oach

Based on all the previous considerations, and after a significant

degree of interaction with MSC personnel, the MIT team came up with a set

of generic design features that a canpiter-assisted rocedure should

possess in order to be able to solve the MISC operational routing and

scheduling problem. These features are the following:

(1) It is essential that such an algorithm be interactive. One should

always have the "human in the loop" and enable him/her to override the

compter at will. Various options should be designed, ranging from a

completely "manual" approach where all major allocaticn decisions are made

by the human operator, to more sophisticated modes where the compter deals

with more difficult problems (e.g. routing) but still allows user

discretion for "key" decisions, or perhaps even to a fully automated node

where the computer makes a number of "default" assumptions ad solves the

whole problem with mr user intervention.

(2) The algorithm should have a "restart" capability, that is, should

be able to efficiently update schedules at any tine within the execution of

a plan, without comprcmising decisions already made. In particular, new

cargoes should be able to be "inserted" quickly into existing schedules,

cargoes or ships that are causing problems should be able to be "deleted",

etc. Efficient list-processing techniques (available at such programning

languages as PASCAL or PL1) should be implemented for fast database

mani pulations.

(3) The algorithm should be hierarchically designed, that is, allow the

user to start the decision-makirng process with "first-cut" gross
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feasibility analyses (possibly in several levels of aggregation) ard then

proceed with aggregate scheduling (that takes into account only the most

significant ard best-established problem factors, but ignores or simplifies

other factors that are difficult to nail down - such as queueing delays).

Ultimately, the progra would solve the whole problem where all factors,

from the nmost aggregate to the most detailed, are incorporated. Such a

feature is considered important because many significant insights may be

obtainable without having t solve the whole problem (e.g. a "quick and

dirty" feasibility analysis may establish that some due dates are

infeasible and hence allow the user to inquire for adjustments before

further decisions are made).

(4) Finally, we consider it important that this algorithm be

user-friendly. In particular, graphics aids are significant features that

can enhance the efficiency of the man-machine interaction.

With the above considerations in mind, let us now reconsider the

SAI methodology outlined in Section 2.2. It is of course fair to say that

the SAI algorithm was not designed for the operational problem and

therefore it would be unreasonable to expect that approach to wcrk well in

a setting different from the one it was developed for.

A detailed description of the SAI methodology is beyond the scope

of this report. As stated earlier, SAI essentially formulates the

deliberate planning problem as a "transportation" problem whose objective

function incorporates all system costs, including those of delays, and

"solves" that problem by successive aoximations in the objective

function. Those approximations are necessary since the actual objective

function is (very) nonlinear while the "transportation" algorithm
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can only handle linear forms. However, it is unlikely that final

convergence of the assumed linear form to the actual objective can be

always achieved or verified, due to the intrinsic nature of the objective

function.

The rest of this section discusses whether the SAI algorithm (a)

currently has the features outlined earlier and (b) if not, what changes

would be necessary to incor prate such features:

(1) Interactive feature: SkI either does not have it, or has it in a

very crude form. We expect that making the approach interactive wou]d not

be difficult conceptually, in pinciple, but that it would involve a

substantial amount of new software development.

(2) Restart capability: SAI does rot have this capability currently.

Introducing the feature could be done to some extent, although it would

involve some thinkirng as to how to make the algorithm "remember" previous

assignments. More difficulty is expected whenever one or a few cargoes

need to be "inserted" into existing schedules (actually, the SAI FOTRAN

algorithm may be quite cumbersome in doing this). In all cases,

substantial new software development would be necessary.

(3) ierarchical desin: SI has that feature, but only to a certain

extent. For instance, its first iteration is in itself a gross flexibility

analysis. However, SAI falls short of incorporating some very important

features into the problem. The most important of those is qeuein at

ports. It is not clear to us whether SAI can be modified so that queueing

is explicitly taken into account.

(4) User-friendly/graphics feature: SAI does rot have the feature, but

it would be relatively straightforward to implement it.
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It is clear fran the above assessment that it wxuld be rather

difficult bo modify the SAI algorithm to furction in an operational

settire. Similar corclusions can be reached regarding the other

methcdologies described in Section 2.4. of this chapter. Given that the

rxospects of an exact soluticn method are remote, the MIT team developed a

heuristic procedure which is, by design, specifically tailored to the

nature of this problem. This procedure is described in the following

chapter.
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CHAPrER 3

THE MORSS ALGCIRITM

3.1 Introduction

MCPSS is an acronym for MIT Ocean Routing and Scheduling System. It

consists of four subsystems, READIN, DISPLAY, SEEDS, and SCHEDULE.

The first subsystem, READIN, creates and initializes all data

structures arnd reads in all data. The second, DISPLAY, is a menu-driven,

data ranagement subsystem which enables and enhances the interactive nature

of MOSS. The third subsystem, SEEDS, initializes the scheduling rocess

by assigning a maximum of cne cargo to each ship. The fourth subsystem,

SCHEIXILE, is the main functional prt of MOSS. Its prpse is to form a

schedule for each ship, based on the given cargo ovement requirements.

The flcw logic for these subsystems is given in Figure 3.1. Details n the

data structure design are given in Appendix A of this reErt. Details on

the organization of the routines as ell as flowcharts are given in

Appendices B aid C.

In the rest of this chapter we concentrate n the approach we have

used the routines associated with SCHEIXLE. We discuss the assumptions,

problems, rovitations and rationale which led us to structure these

routines as we have.

3.2 The Scheduli g Subs

This section contains a detailed description and explanation of the

scheduling subsystem SCHEDULE. SCHEAULE operates after seed assignments

have been made - (more on this in Section 3.5). Its function is to assign

cargoes to ships so as to maximize the net overall utility of all
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assignments. It does this by following the sequerce of steps (utlined

below (details follow):

Step : Initialize "master list" of unassigned cargoes.

Set up overall horizon (0,T) (T:user inpt)

Select length of individual time horizons L (user input:0<L<T)

Select fraction a (user input: O<a<l)

Set k=l, t 1 =0.

Step : Set up next time horizon (tk,tk+L)

Form list of cargoes eligible for assignment (all cargoes

in "master list" whose EPT's are between tk and tk+L)

Step 2: Calculate assignment utilities for all eligible

cargo/ship pairs (see section 3.2).

Step 3: Form and optimize a transpxortation network using assignment

utilities as arc costs. Resulting assignment forms the "tentative

assignment" for time horizon (tk, tk+L).

Step 4: Return (a) all unassigned cargoes by Step 3, (b) all tentatively

assigned cargoes whose EPT's are between tk+aL and tk+L, and (c)

all tentatively assigned cargoes which interact unfavorably with

other assigned cargoes, into "master list" of unassigned cargoes.

Make all other cargo/ship assignments in (tk,tk+aL) "permanent"

and rerove corresponding cargoes froman "master list" of unassigned

cargoes. Remove any "infeasible cargoes" (see Section 3.5) from

"master list" of unassigned cargoes.

Step 5: "Roll" time horizcn: Set tk+l = Lowest EPT of all cargoes in

"master list" of unassigned cargoes. Set k=k+l and go to Step 1.

MCRSS is based n a "rolling horizon" scheme (see Figure 3.2). The
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rolling horizon is a decomposition of the problem by tire. The overall

scheduling horizon T (which can be of the order of 180 days for long-rarnge

problenm) is subdivided into time horizons of shorter duration L (say, of

the order of two weeks). Within these shorter time horizons, assignments

are made first n a tentative basis, and only cargoes within the "front

end" of L are considered for permanent assignment. Parameter a specifies

what fraction of L cargo assignments nay be considered to become permanent.

Thus, if L=2 weeks an] a=0.5, MRSS will "look" at two weeks of cargo data

at a time, and at each iteration will assign only one week of cargoes.

There are several positive features in this "rolling horizon"

approach : First, we place a lesser emhasis on the less reliable future

information on cargo movements. This advantage is of particular importancme

in emergency situations where rmovenment information more than several weeks

in advance may be subject to a number of alterations. Our approach focuses

each iteration on near-term events but also has a look-ahead capability so

that future scheduled events are taken into account. In addition, the

initial ship positions are modeled explicitly within our framework. For

these reasons, we believe that a time-decompsition approach is

appropriate.

A crucial aspect of our approach is that the future is taken into

account through information contained in adjacent time intervals. In

particular, most ship voyages are scheduled over o consecutive intervals.

The rolling horizon concert enables this connection of successive time

intervals by examining overlapping time horizons. Thus, tk+l will be

typically snaller than tk +L (see Figure 3.2) (an exception would occur if

there are no cargoes having ET' s between tk+l and tk+L).
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In Step 0 (initialization), and since the overall problem is

dynamic in nature, the value of the time horizon length T may not

necessarily be known to the scheduler in advance. In this case, T is set

at sore arbitrarily large value.

We rr describe aur modxeling of the of utilities for each eligible

cargo/ship pair.

3.3 Assignment Utilities

Within each time frame, MCISS makes assignments of cargoes t ships

while taking into account assignments made in previous periods. At the kth

iteration, MCPSS has already assigned cargoes leaving prior to t k . In

addition, se previously assigned cargoes may have pickup and/or delivery

times scheduled after tk. Because any subsequent assignment could cause

changes in the anticipated delivery times of previously assigned cargoes,

the utility of a proposed assignment takes into account both the projected

delivery time of the assigned cargo and its effect cn the delivery times of

previously scheduled cargoes.

In addition, we will nrot assign too many ships to cargoes in the

kth scheduling horizon so as to be able to satisfy requirements for pickups

in the subsequent two time horizons. In addition we model the delays

caused by queueing at prts. (Our current nmodel of queueing delays is a

simple nonlinear estimate. We expect to refine our model in the future.)

These considerations lead us to conclude that the utility, or value

of a proposed new cargo/ship assignment must depend on the following

factors:

(1) the assignment's effect cn the delivery time of the cargo to be

considered for assignment;
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(2) the assignment's effect on the delivery time of previously

assigned cargoes;

and

(3) the assignrment's effect cn the system's ability t handle future

cargo movement requirements:

(a) use of ship resources over the entire scheduling horizon;

(b) use of port resources over the entire scheduling horizon.

We rno discuss each of these factors in detail:

3.3.1 Delivery Time Utility (For a Pro Assinment

In calculating this utility, and as we already mentioned in Chapter 2,

we consider both the Earliest Pickup Time, (EFT), and the Earliest Delivery

Time (EDT), to be "hard" constraints, that is, these constraints cannot be

violated. We point out, however, that ERSS could be easily modified to

handle "soft" EPT's and/or EDT's. This modificaticn could be incorporated

via dcanges to the method of calculating utilities, and would also increase

the number of feasible schedules.

Althcugh the EDT and EPT constraints are hard, we treat the latest

delivery (LOT) LDT requirements as soft. To illustrate why, we consider

a specified cargo movement requirement such that a combination of EPT,

EDT, and LDT times is demonstrably infeasible. Specifically, in

MSC-supplied data (see also Chapter 4) we have found a number of demonstrably

infeasible cargo movements arising from the follwirng situations: (1) the

fastest ship of a given type is too slwc to transport a cargo within the

specified EPT-LUr interval; (2) only one ship can be available (at a
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specific time) t satisfy as many as (say) three cargo rovement

requirements: It may pick up and deliver any to of the three cargoes

within their specified EPr-LT intervals, but for a variety of reasons it

may rot be able to do so for all three; (3) cargo movement requirements

greatly exceed total available fleet capacity; and finally (4) port

throughput limitations cause queuing delays at POE's and POD's. In

addition, other factors such as ship-port restrictions, delays and

medium-term saturation of shipping resources lead to LDT infeasibility for

sets of cargoes. For these reasons we assume that the LDT constraints are

"soft", that is, may be violated if necessary. We can then incorporate

penalties for LDT violations into cur objection function.

Given that latest delivery times are negotiable, we ask the question:

How does the "value" (or "goodness") of a delivered cargo change as a

function of delivery time? After extensive discussions with MSC personnel,

we decided to answer this question as follows: First of all, each cargo c has

a maximum possibile utility, say u(c). If the cargo is delivered early or

on time (that is, if it arrives between its EDT ard its IDr) its

corresponding value is the maximum u(c). If it is only a few days late

(say 1 or 2 days after its LDT) we assume its value is lower than u(c),but

very close to maximum. If it is rrore than a few days late we assume its

value decreases rapidly with delivery tire delay until it reaches a mininum

value, at some time DI - to. We assume that delivery beyond LDT + t 0 does

not substantially change the value of the delivered cargo, with that value

remaining at its minimum. Parameter t o is user-input for each cargo, and

is cargo-dependent. We have set t = 14 days for the initial calibration

of MORSS. By this assumption, a cargo delivered 2 weeks after its LD is
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worth about the same as if it were delivered 4 weeks after its LDT.

There are several possible functional forms for the delivery time

utility of a cargo, all of which fit the above assumptions well. We have

chosen a bell-shaed function because it is smooth and continuous and also

matches our intuition better. It is also flexible due to four free

parameters. A mathematical formulation for a bell-shaped function follows.

Let

Uc = Delivery time utility

Vmin = Minimum utility (for very late cargo)

V = Maximum utility (for cn time cargo)max

t Tardiness of cargo (Arrival time - LDT if >0, zero otherwise

t = Time for which Uc = Vi n + 0.l(Vmax - Vmi n )

b Nonnegative exponent

Then

-2(t/t )bc = Vmin + (Vmax Vmin ) e (3.1)

The four parameters Vmint Vm, t0 and b are user-inputs, and, in

general, cargo-dependent (particularly Vmin and V )

Graphs of Uc for several values of b are show in Figure 3.3. Note

that the case b = 2 corresponds to a shape similar to the curve for the

Gaussian Probability Density Function.

3.3.2 A Proposed Ass ign nt's Effect cn Previously Assigned Cargoes

In our analysis of the effect of a proposed assignment n other

previously assigned cargoes, we assume that, given a cargo's delivery time,

that cargo's utility is independent of the delivery time of any other

cargo. Specifically, for each cargo j, we assume that Vmax Vmin t and
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b are particular to cargo j; that is, they are independent of the delivery

times of all other cargoes.

This assumption is reasonable given we have assumed no precedence

constraints on the deliveries of cargoes (see Chapter 2). In the real

world, exceptions to this rule may occur. For instance, delivering a

particular cargo cn time might be worthless (or even might be undesirable)

if some other cargo has not been previously delivered. If such constraints

do exist, MORSS handles them by user intervention and not internally.

Because of the independence assumption, the marginal effect of a

proposed cargo/ship assignment on the delivery time utilities of other

cargoes would be- equal to the change in total delivery time utility of all

previously assigned but yet undelivered cargoes (scheduled to be delivered

by the ship in question only,) that occurs because of the addition to the

proposed new cargo on that ship. In other words, the effect of a proposed

assigrrent on a set of known assignments is the difference in the total

delivery time utilities, with and without the proposed assignment. ore

rigorously, let

AUD = effect of a proposed assignment cn the utility of

cargoes l,...,n (already assigned to same ship)

U. = utility of cargo j in original schedule (without

new assignment)

= utility of cargo j in schedule which includes pickup

arnd delivery of proposed assignment.

Then
n

AUD Z (Uj - Uj) (3.2)
j=l
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3.3.3 A Prosed Assignment's Effect cn the System's Ship Resources

The primary rrtivaticn for this utility component is that ship

resources are limited. There are a limited number of ships. Because of

this limitation we wish ships to sail as fully loaded as possible. Thus

ship utilization is important in assessing the goodness of a potential

assignment.

It is rarely possible, hwever, to achieve 100% utilization on any

leg of a ship's journey. Indeed, many ships often return (to pick up

additional cargo) on ballast, which significantly decreases the average

utilization. In addition, a high utilization may be impossible for a given

problem. This might be because of the EPT/EDTr/DT structure of the

problem. For instance, in MSC-supplied data we have seen that the

assignment of a cargo to a ship severely limits that ship's ability to pick

up ari deliver other cargoes on time.

Looking at the use of ship resources in another way, and comparing

two potential cargo assignments for a ship, (everything else being equal),

we will tend to prefer the one which gives the ship the mrost flexibility

(in termrrs of available slack in that ship's schedule) in carrying

additional cargoes. Thus, "schedule flexibility" is also important in

assessing the goodness of a potential assignment.

The value of "ship utilization" and of "schedule flexibility" are

related in the follcowing way: In terms of ship resources, the optimal

condition is for the ship to be full. In this case schedule flexibility is

unimportant sirnce the ship can pick up no additional cargoes. (We assume
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most trips are froman an area of POE's to an area of PO's with no - or few -

PCD's in between). Here we have maximum utilization of shipping resources.

The worst situation is for a ship to be empty (or nearly so), and, to have

no schedule flexibility. Here the ship is essentially worthless, since it

is both almost empty and has little flexibility in its schedule to pick up

new cargo. This is the case where the ship is deadheading and cn a tight

schedule. Here we have zero use (i.e. waste) of shipping resources.

Intermediate between these extremes is the situation where the ship is

empty ad has maximum schedule flexibility. This is the case where the

ship has no future deliveries scheduled yet. Here no shipping resources

are being used - the ship is empty - yet shipping resources are available

because of the schedule flexibility. In this case we give a low, but

intermediate value for utilization of ship resources, or ship utility.

These cxmnbinations are summarized in Table 3.1.

Ship Condition Schedule Fexibility Ship Utility

Full High Maximum
Full Lc Maximum
Empty High LCW
Enpty LW Minirm

Table 3.1

For intermediate values of ship utilization and of schedule

flexibility, ship utility is an increasing function of each coxponent.

There are several functional forms which fit the above

characterization of ship utility. Again we chose a bell-shaped rodel for

MRSS for two reasons. (1) It more closely reflects our belief that
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utility should change more rapidly at the intermediate ranges of the

canM ents than near the extreme values, and (2) its specific form is

flexible due to five free parameters.

A mathematical formulation for such a bell-shaped function follows:

Let

U s = Ship utility at a stop.

V = Maximum value of ship utility
S

R = Residual capacity of ship after the stop

C - hip cac ity

F Schedule flexibility (slack in schedule averaged

over-all future stops)

L = Scheduling horizon length

c,d = Non-negative user inputs

f = User-input 0O< f < 1

Then

U = V e -2 (R /C)C (1 - f(F/L))d (3.3)
s s

A graph of this two-dimensional surface appears in Figure 3.4.

Note that the value of this utility is different at each stop on a

ship's schedule. For any given stop, its value depends cn the fractional

ship utilization immediately after the stop (i.e. between the stop art the

following stop), and cn schedule flexibility averaged over all future

stops. As a result, the value of ship utility for a roposed assignment

must be a combination of ship utility at the pickup and at the delivery.
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We have chosen to add these two utilities directly, so that

Us = U s(pickup) + U(delivery) (3.4)

where Us = total ship utility for an assignment.

Our motivation for this choice is that is canrutationally sirrple and

achieves cur desired objective of encouraging assignments which utilize

fewer ship resources.

3.3.4 A Proposed Assignnt's Effect cn the Systems Port Resources

The rrotivaticn of this utility comanponent is that port throughput

capcity is limited, and queueing can cause enormous delays and waste over

the long run, because of idle ships. Because of this limitaticn we wish to

discourage additional ships from stopping at prts when they are ear or

over throughput capacity. In this case we wish to encourage a ship which

has already been assigned to a port for another task, to handle the pickup

or delivery of other cargoes in that port within the same tine frame. Our

method is the following. We divide the overall scheduling horizon into a

series of "congestion periods" of length p. (We chose p=3 for the initial

calibration runs). We then keep track of the number of stops at each port

for each of the congestion periods.

The congestion level for a period is defined as the ratio of the

number of scheduled stops in the period divided by the total throughput

capacity, measured in number of ships, of the period. Since these

congestion levels depei on the number of stops scheduled so far, and these

numbers change with each new set of assignments, t4PSS updates them at each

iteration.
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Port congestion and the value of port utility for a roposed cargo

roement (pickup or delivery) are related as follows. The optimal

conditicn is when no additional stop is required to fulfill the movement. A

ship already assigned to the port can do the job. Here no additional port

resources are used, so the value of port utility is maxirum. If, however,

an additional ship entry into the port is required to fulfill the task,

'then the situation is nore cnplex ad will in all cases, exhibit a lower

utility. At higher levels of port congestion, available port resources are

scarcer, so their value is higher. Similarly, at lower levels of

congestion, port resources are abundant, hence cheaper to use.

Consequently port utility is a decreasing function of congestion.

There are several functional forms which fit this description of

port utility. As before, the bell-shaped curve is more attractive because

it is sooth and is flexible because of four free parameters. A sample

graph is shown in Figure 3.5.

A mathematical formulation for the bell-shaped curve is given

below, for the value of port utility at a stop.

W If no additional stop is required
P

U =
ps

p V 2 (2(mNP) If an additional stop is required.

p (3.5)
where

Ups= Port utility for the stop

Wp = Maximum value of port utility if no additional stop is required

Vp = Maximum value of port utility if additional stop required

N Number of stops in port during congestion period in question
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P = Throughput capacity of port, per congestion period

m,l = Nonnegative constants.

Since this utility is different for each stop cn a ship's schedule,

the total value of port utility for a proposed assignment must b a

canmbination of the port utilities at the pickup and at the delivery. We

have chosen to add these two utilities directly so that

Up Up; (pickup) + Up (delivery). (3.6)

where U = total port utility for the assignment.

Our motivaticn for this approach is that it achieves our primary

objective: encouraging assignments which utilize fewer port resources,

while being canptationally simple. This functional form is but a first

approximation of the queueing process at a port, a process which in itself

merits further investigation (see also Chapter 5).

3.3.5 Total Assignment Utility

Our previous discussion has shaown that the utility of a proposed

assignment depends on four factors:

(1) its Own delivery time

(2) its effect cn other cargoes' delivery time,

(3) its use of system ship resources, and

(4) its use of (system) port resources.

For this initial phase of the project, we have expressed the total

assignment utility as a weighted sum of four utility components.

Mathematically,

Ut= U UD + Us + U (3.7)

where
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Ut = Total utility of an assignment

U = Delivery time utility for the assignment
c

A UD = Effect of the assignment another cargoes Uc 's

U = Ship utility for the assignment

Up = Port utility for the assignment.

Note that the weighting factors for the component utilities are

implicit in their calculations, because of the terms Vmin, V , U, Wp

arnd U A major part of the (initial) calibration of the nodel will be

determining apropriate relative values for these weighting factors.

We row turn to the question of h SCHEIE determines the

assignment utility for a given ship-cargo pair. SCHEDULE does this in

several steps. First, an incomapatibility may exist if the ship type and

cargo types do not match or if the port facilities at POE or POD cannot

handle the ship because of draft, beam, heavy lift, etc. constraints. In

this case the assignment utility is given a large negative value. Then

SCEXJLE examines a set of possible ways to insert the cargo's pickup and

delivery into the ship's existing schedule. For each of these insertion

possibilities, SCHEDULE ccanpates a utility value. If every insertion

possiblity yields a net decrease in overall delivery time utility, i.e if

Uc + AUD <0 for all insertion possibilites, then the assignment utility

is given a negative value. Otherwise frcm those insertion possibilities

which realize a net increase in overall delivery time, SCHEDULE chooses the

one with the maximum overall utility. The utility of the assignment is

then set equal to the utility of this insertion possibility.
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3.4 Solving the Assigrnent Problem

As we have noted previously, the main source of complexity in the

Sealift problem is common to a broad class of scheduling problems. The

extreme complexity of the problem stems from the non-linear interactions

between utilities of different ship/cargo assignments. The utility of any

cargo-ship assignment is directly dependent un the assignment of other

cargoes to that ship. It is also indirectly dependent n queueing at

ports-of-call, caused by cargo assignments to other ships. As previously

discussed, our approach is to decompose this problem by time into smaller

problems, one per scheduling horizon. This deccmpositicn reduces the

complexity of the problem by several orders of magnitude, but does rot

bypass it entirely. The remaining complexity may be addressed by the

question: On what basis do we simultaneously assign cargoes to ships when

the assignment utilities' strongly depernd on h ships schedules are

modified by the assignments themselves? There are several possibilities.

One approach is to simultaneously assign all cargoes within the

scheduling horizon, using utilities calculated frcxn revious schedules.

This has the advantage of simplicity ard speed, but it ignores cargo

interactions. We have thus rejected this approach.

A second approach is to assign cargoes one at a time, startin3 with

the ne with the highest assignment utility, or the ne with the earliest

EPT, and then recompting utilities of all other eligible cargoes based on

that assignment. This approach has the advantage of taking into account bad

interactions in a myopic way. It fails to capture the favorable

interactions between compatible sets of cargoes. It is also

comptationally slow. A modification of the secor approach is to assign

one cargo per ship and then recompute utilities at each iteration. This
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forces ships to have the same number of cargoes, and fails to capture

favorable interactions.

A third apFroach is to enumerate all possibilities. This method is

comnptationally too expensive. There are of course many other

modifications and types of approaches. Froman the three described above, we

may, however, deduce principles from which to select an appropriate

heuristic. We wish at the same time and with a reasonable oxnputational

effort, to: (1) capture as many favorable interactions as possible, and

(2) eliminate bad interactions between assignments.

It should be clear that we are in a tradeoff situation with respect

to these goals. We have therefore chosen a heuristic solution methodology

which is a compromise between achieving the two goals. The heuristic

allows nmultiple simultaneous assignments for each ship, via an optimally

solved transportation problem. It assigns cargoes within each scheduling

horizon, rejecting assignments which have strong egative interactions.

Thus the algorithm maintains the canptational speed of simultaneous

assignments and the "goodness" of a solution which takes interactions into

account. The rest of this section contains a detailed description of the

heuristic (additional details an its accpter implementation are in

Appendix B).

Once assignment utilities are calculated for all eligible

ship/cargo pairs, they are used to create a transportation network, (see

Figure 3.6). The network is bipartite. Ships are sources, and eligible

cargoes are sinks. To speed up the algorithm ard t avoid excessive

non-linear interactions ships are given a user-input integral supply of S

(we chose S=4 for the initial calibration runs). S is the maximum number
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of simultaneous cargo assignments each ship may receive at any individual

iteration (scheduling horizon). Cargoes are given a demand of 1 to reflect

the fact that it must be assigned to a ship. In the network all compatible

ship-cargo pairs are connected by directed arcs (fran ship to cargoes)

whose costs are the negatives of the correspndirng assignment utilities.

In addition, for bookkeeping purpses we create a dummy ship and a dummy

cargo.

The duny ship has arcs to all real cargoes, each with "high" cost.

It is given an infinite supply, so it may take as many cargoes as

necessary. Its function is to take any cargoes which are not assigned to

other shis for any reason (incampatibility, limited shipping resources,

etc). The dummy cargo serves the following internal bookkeeping function:

It balances demand in the case where there is more ship supply than

cargoes. To accomplish this, it has cne arc from each real ship, each with

a "high" cost. When the network is complete it is sent to subroutine

FLOSUB. This routine finds an optimal solution to the transportation

problem. It maximizes the net overall utility of assignments in the

scheduling horizcn, while assigning each cargo (dumny and real) to one ship

(dumnmy or real). The routine FLOSUB uses an especially fast method written

by Orlin (1983a, 1983b). The mechanics are described in more detail in

Appendix B. The routine outputs a list of tentative feasible ship-cargo

assignments. How these are dealt with is described belc.

3.5 Permanent Assig ts

At each iteration MORSS divides the tentative assignments in the

interval (tk, tk + L) returned by FLOSUB into three categories: (1) new

assignments which are unique to a ship; (2) new assignments which are not
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unique to a ship (that is, there is more than one tentative assignment to

the ship); and (3) assignments to the dunmy ship. These are treated as

follows.

Assignments which are unique to a ship are made permanent. There

are no non-linear interactions with other cargoes assigned to the ship.

Assignments which are rnt unique to a ship are further divided by

ship. On each ship, the tentative assignment with the earliest EPT is made

permanent. The remaining tenative assignments on the ship are looked at in

order of increasing EPT. One by one their assignment utility is

recalculated based n the ship schedule updated by newly made permanent

assignments. If the net decrease in utility is less than a user-inpat

critical value (percentage and/or absolute measure of change) the

assignment is made permanent. If the decrease in utility is more than the

critical value, then the cargo is returned to the pool of unassigned

cargoes.

Assignments to the dummy ship are also returned to the prol of

unassigned cargoes. Assignments whose EFe falls in the interval (tk + aL,

tk + L) are not assigned permanently. Their function, as discussed

previously, is to link successive scheduling horizons. They are all

returned to the list of unassigned cargoes.

When a permanent assignment is made, it may hapen that the cargo

is too large for available ship capcity. In this case the cargo is split.

As much as possible goes n the ship, ad the remaining amount is returned

to the ol of unassigned cargoes for the next iteration.

In order to revent endless cycling caused by an infeasible cargo,

we limit the number of times a cargo may be returned to the gcol of
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unassigned cargoes. Once it has exceeded that number (we chose 4,

initially), it is added to the list of infeasible cargo movement

requirements. It is therefore possible that MORSS will leave sane cargoes

unassigned. This is sometimes the most desirable outccme. Numerous

examples of infeasibilities exist in the MSC - supplied database, as

already discussed in section 3.3.1. However, IMRSS leaves cargoes

unassigned only when the available alternatives have greater utility.

Since utility decreases with delivery time, unassigned cargoes are

possible.

3.6 Seed Assignments

Another concept central to MCRSS is the concept of "seed"

assignments. This is a one-to-one assignment of sre cargoes (seed

cargoes) to some ships early on in the scheduling rocess so that a good

starting solution is obtained. Such a solution serves as a "skeleton" for

the final schedule, which gradually evolves from the seed schedule as

subsequent assignments are made at future iterations. As in other

assignments, seed selection is performed by solving an assignment problem

whose objective function is the maximization of the total "utility" of the

assignment. For each eligible seed cargo/ship pair, we again compute the

"utility" of the corresponding pair. The main differences between seed

assigrnments and subsequent assignments are (a) seed assignments are made on

a one-to-one basis whereas in subsequent assignments more than one cargo

can be simultaneously assigned to a ship, and (b) subsequent assignments

take into account assignments already made at rior iterations while this

is not applicable in seed assignments.

At the present stage of our research, seed assignments are selected
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by the MORSS user in an interactive fashion. We anticipate developirn a

utility-based assignment approach, as discussed above, in the next phase of

our research.
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CHAPER 4

CCPUTATIONAL EXPERIEN

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter w describe cur computational experience with the

ICRSS algorithm as it relates to data supplied to us by the MSC. We should

mention at the utset that the data we have used far have been

"sanitized" by the MSC so as to avoid the disclosure of sensitive

information. Such a "sanitization" process has been necessary given the

unclassified nature of the MIT project (or, of any MIT research project for

that matter). This chapter begins with a brief description of the t'SC

database (Section 4.2) and proceeds with a presentation of gross

feasibility analyses that have been made with respect to the data (Section

4.3). Section 4.4 outlines our initial experience with the MOSS

algorithm, performed n a small subset of the MSC database, including an

interpretation of the results.

4.1 The MSC DItabase

The SC database includes information cn 505 cargoes, 232 ships and

26 ports.

Each of the cargoes is either a single item or a collection of

items that have a distinct POE aid a distinct POD. In addition, each cargo

has a preferred ship type, an FT,an ET and an L. Also knwn is that

cargo's Short Tons (SIO2S), its Measurement Tons (MTONS) ard its Deck Area

(SQFT). The 505 cargoes are classified into 8 categories, according to

preferred ship type: These are breakbulk (193 cargoes), seatrain (13

cargoes), ROR)/ (151 cargoes), self-sustaining container (54 cargoes),

tanker (45 cargoes), and barge carrier (25 cargoes), while 4 cargoes are of
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an unspecified ship preference.

Ships are classified into 3 fleet types and 6 ship types: The

fleet type codes are MSC-controlled (38 ships), Ready Reserve (38 ships)

and Sealift Readiness Program (156 ships). The ship type codes are

breakbulk (100 ships), seatrain (5 ships), RD/RI (5 ships), self-sustaining

container (9 ships), tanker (25 ships) and barge carrier (18 ships).

Informaticn on ships includes capacity (weight/volume/deck area), draft,

speed, cargo loading and unloading rates, as well as initial location.

Finally, the 26 ports of the MSC database are classified as

follows: 12 are POE's, 5 are POD's, and the remaining 9 are both POE's and

PCD's. All ports of the database are located in the United States, the

Panama Canal Zone and the Pacific. Information on ports includes the

throughput characteristics f their various berths and terminals. All

inter-port distances are also known.

various statistics of the MSC database (such as range of cargo

sizes, general cargo movement patterns, etc), have been reported in Chapter

5 of Jeng (1984). Here we focus on analyses that can be quickly performed

to ascertain the gross feasibility ofa particular problem instance. The

follcwing section provides the rationale that has been used on that score.

4.3 Gross Feasibility Analysis

Given a particular "problem instance" (that is, a set of prescribed

inputs for the MSC operational problem), we have assumed that the scheduler

would like to kncw early on in the decision-making process to what extent

this particular instance is feasible. That is, the scheduler would like to

obtain a preliminary idea regarding whether available resources are enough

to satisfy the rescribed cargo ovement requirements. If the opposite
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turns out to be the case, it would make little sense to roceed with a

detailed scheduling run, because trost cargoes would be delivered late.

Instead, it would then make sense to relay infeasibility information

imnediately to the chain of cimand "upstream", so that either the cargo

movement requirements are modified, or additional resources ate made

available, or some other measure is taken to alleviate this problem. Thus,

the MIT team considered impnrtant that a set of simple feasibility tests be

developed, so that a "quick-and-dirty" picture of the feasibility (or lack

thereof) of a particular instance is established.

Gross feasibility analysis can be performed at various levels of

detail. At the simplest level, one can check whether the prescribed cargo

delivery time requirements alone are reasonable or unreasonable by

performirng a screening test that will be described below. Such a test is

always an 0ptimistic estimator of feasibility, in the sense that any

problem instance identified by the test as "bad" is always infeasible,

whereas an instance rot identified as "bad" is not necessarily feasible.

Such an instance (that is, one that has "passed" this first feasibility

screening test) can be further tested for feasibility by more sophisticated

tests (see later description), and, ultimately, be fed as input to MORSS

for detailed scheduling. Of course, if a problem instance fails to pass

this first screening test, it is "rejected" and sent back to the chain of

camand upstream for further action.

As said before, the simplest screening test that can be performed

concerns cargo information only. For a particular cargo, define SLACK(V) =

(Lrd-EPi)- (Direct transit time between that cargo's PE and P) if ship

speed is V krots). This represents the maximum time slack between that
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cargo's actual delivery time and its LDT, under the optimistic assumption

that the cargo leaves its POE immediately at its EPT and travels directly

to its P).

Define also for that cargo SSPEED as the ratio of its PCE/POD

distance divided by (LDr - EDT) ard expressed in knots. This

optimistically represents the minimum ship speed required if the cargo

leaves its POE promptly, is delivered to its POD at its LDT, a travels

directly.

Figure 4.1 is a histogram of SIACK(15) for all 193 cargoes

belonging to the breakbulk category (that is the largest cargo class in the

MSC database by number). Since many of those cargoes have negative

SICK(V), and since this statistic is only an optimistic representation of

the actual slack time, the histogram shaws that delivering all of these

cargoes cn time is virtually impossible, irrespctiv e ofboth atual ship

resources and scheduling strategy.

A similar corclusion can be drawn for Figure 4.2, which is a

histogram of SSPEED for the same cargo sample. Given it is rather unlikely

to have breakbulk ships with seeds of more than 25 knots imrrediately

available, we can conclude that meeting cargo deadlines for this problem

instance is virtually impFossible, whatever shi are available and whatever

algorithm is used for the scheduli

Similar observations were made in the MSC database cn virtually all

other cargo/ship categories. Put in another way, the MIT team discovered

that the MSC-supplied database suffered froman a widespread degree of gross

infeasibility, at least as far as the possibility of meeting cargo due

dates was concerned. From our discussions with MSC personnel, we

_ _~~~~~~~ - i. .l~~~~~~~~~~r~~~rrrr~~~~~~l~~~rr~------ I----·---
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understood that the infeasibility of the database could be attributed in

part to the "sanitization" rocess that was used to convert the database

from classified t urnclassified. Other factors might be valid as well,

such as the facts that in practice a cargo's EPT and L are smetimes (if

not always) determined by two different (and sometimes unrelated) decision

processes. As a result, a cargo's L usually reflects neither that

cargo's availability at its POE, nor its POE/POD distance (In fact, in the

MSC database we even found that in smme cases a cargo had an LD which was

earlier than its EPT - a clearly absurd requirement).

As a result of the above, the MIT team decided to use only smaller,

rrmore manageable, and closer-to-feasible parts of the MSC database to test

the DERSS algorithm. This made sense since we did not want to begin the

testing of MDRSS with huge, grossly infeasible amounts of data. In the

meanwhile, another database was repared by the MSC and sent to MIT for

further testing. This new database arrived at MIT rather late for

inclusicn in this report (August, 1985). This new database would be used

in conjunction with further calibration and testing of ?CRSS (see also

Chapter 5).

Before we describe our limited canputational experience with MSS,

we conclude this section by outlining a second-level, cmore sophisticated

gross feasibility test. Such a test could be used for data that have

passed the first test outlined earlier.

By contrast to the previous test which completely ignores ship

resource information, that is, is based only on an evaluation of "demand"

(cargo-related/requirements, this second-level test takes also into account

the "supply" side of the problem, that is, the ability of available shima

m-u--- - ^Y-· C - - -- 1-I1--------- ROOM·-· --- -P n- - rU-·lll··-··I- e.- - .
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to meet that demand.

The second-level test formulates the feasibility problem as a

"transportation" problem. It sets up a bipartite network very similar to

the cne described in Chapter 3, with supply rode i (i=l,...,m) representing

ship i, and demand rode j(j=l,...,n) representing cargo j. Let a. be the1

capacity of ship i, wj be the size of cargo j and cij be the tardiness of

delivering cargo j by ship i, assuming a direct and irmediate service by

ship i from the POE to the POD of cargo j. We then define as xij the capacity

of ship i allocated to cargo j and solve the followirn transportation

problem:
m n

minimize 2 C . .x..
i=l j=l 13 ij

s.t. Z x. < a (i = 1...,m)
j=l 3 -

m
2 x. =w. (j = 1,..,n)

x.. > 013 -
It is clear that the optimal value of this roblem is a ler bound

on the actual total weighted tardiness (ton-days late) that would incur

under any actual allocation of available ships to cargoes. Such a test is

actually identical t the first iteration of SAI's transportation algorithm

(SAI, 1982). Again, as in the previous case, this test is optimistic in

the sense that it always identifies a "bad" instance but may not

necessarily correctly proclaim one as "good". The latter, in a sense, can

only be assessed after detailed scheduling has been attempted.

Given the above considerations regarding the "reasonableness" of

the MSC-supplied database, the scope of any test runs of MORSS with that

database became immediately limited. Nevertheless, in spite of the

.___s~~~~llra~~~a~~a ___________-·~~~~~~~~~ ·--- I-..~~~~~~.. _,_ _ --· -· -- -· a --.--- arC. III~~~~~~~~I -- -- - ' "'0- .'"
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infeasibilities of the datab>ase, w began testing the algorithn with

subsets of the data. This is described in the following section.

4.4 MRSS Test Runs

We chose a subset of the SC database for the initial runs of MRSS

with certain goals in mind. For ease of analysis we wanted ships and

cargoes to be of ccnpatible types. We desired the problem size to be at

once snail enough to easily manage ad cnprehend, a large enough to

contain the complexities of the MSC operational problem. Finally, we

wanted a nontrivial problem, one which reflected to some extent the

infeasibility of some of the time windows in the MSC database. In short,

we sought for a representative database for the initial runs.

To meet these goals, we selected a set of twenty breakbulk cargoes.

The LDT's of these cargoes ranged from day 8 to day 42. Their size ranged

frac 10 measurement tons to 264,414 measurement tons. The PE's included

four Atlantic-side ports from New York to Galveston, three Pacific-Side

ports fran Los Angeles to Seattle, and four Pacific Ocean island locations.

The PD's ircluded the Philipines, Malaysia and Eastern Australia. We took

relevant information for each of these ports (e.g. depth, width, interport

distances) fram the MSC database.

In analyzing the cargo data, we fournd that the roundtrip time of a

ship was long in cparison to the range of the cargo LI's. This

precluded the possibility of multiple trips by the same ship. We therefore

modified the EPT, EDP, LDr times to cover a 98-day span. This change

allowed a relatively snail number of ships to meet most of the prescribed

cargo movement requirements, while completing as many as four (4)

roundtrips in the Pacific theatre, and two (2) roundtrips from East Coast

.`-ar~~~$~IP* D B ~ e~bt~I~~.~xlls~ll--rrr~as4 ---- I I I 1119 MN -I 



POE's. Cargo characteristics are listed in Table 4.1.

We chose a fleet of seven (7) ships for the initial runs. Their

speed ranged from 432 to 552 nautical miles per day. Their capacity ranged

from. 3,800 to 19,125 measurement tons, and frcn 6,000 to 7,500 square feet

of deck space. For each ship, we took availability times at each port from

the MSC-provided database, as well as other relevant ship characteristics,

e.g. draft, beam, bocn capacity, etc.

Our objective in the initial computational study was twofold.

First, we wanted to verify that MORSS was operating correctly ard in a

manner consistent with its design. Secondly, we desired to begin the

gross-scale calibration of the mcdel, that is, empirically testing the

effect of seed assignments, cargo size and time window arrangement on the

quality of the overall solution (see also Chapter 5). Our procedure was

also two-fold. First, we tested DPSS on increasingly larger problems

until we were satisfied that the model was debugged. Then we began the

gross-calibration study, which we row discuss.

The initial runs confirmed our intuition that seed assignments

greatly influence the quality of the final schedule. Our strategy was to

try a variety of seed assignments in order to gain a measure of the

quantitative effects of this key factor. These assignments were made

randomly at first, then varied to test various hypotheses about what

constitutes "good" seed assignments. In particular, we attempted to

improve the quality of the solution (e.g. decrease the number of

undelivered cargoes) by modifying the assignment of seeds from one run to

the next.

The complete man-machine session for the first run (Data Set A) is

--- - - - -- - - - - .~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ --- ·- I1- ·- · ·r -·-. ------- ^I--·-
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EPT EDT LDT A
Quantity (tons)

B C

Los Angeles

S. Japan

Norfolk

Galveston

New York

Charleston

Norfolk

Charleston

Norfolk

Hawaii

San Francisc

Wake

Norfolk

Charleston

Okinawa

Okinawa

Okinawa

Japan

S. Japan

New York

Philippines

Malaysia

Philippines

Philippines

Malaysia

Malaysia

Philippines

Malaysia

Philippines

Philippines

Philippines

Philippines

Philippines

Malaysia

Malaysia

Malaysia

Malaysia

Malaysia

Philippines

Australia

5 14 20 10680

5 20 27 14830

11 10 30 4150

12 14 35 690

18 28 40 10

25 25 47 30

25 5 53 195200

31 10 57 264140

34 19 60 29030

35 9 65 7430

45 13 69 190

45 45 73 1950

50 26 78 30

55 30 80 16480

55 4 84 24650

57 6 87 51880

60 2 90 4120

65 6 92 1910

65 11 94 150

70 33 98 17550

- 4830

- 14150

6900 -

1000

3000

9520

26414 12641

- 12903

1900 -

3000 -

6480 -

2465 -

5188 -

1500 -

7550 -

Table 4.1: Cargo Data Set (A, B, C are variants)

Cargo
POE POD

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

_ __ I __ ii _1_C� ____ __
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displayed in Table 4.2. These results show the effect of a gross

infeasibility in the problem structure. Two cargoes (#7 and #8) are very

large: Together they require 25 trips by the largest ship. The next

largest three cargoes require 6 roundtrips. By contrast, the smallest five

cargoes fill 3.0% of the smallest ship. This large disparity between ship

size and cargo movement requirements allows cnly 11% of the total cargo

weight to be delivered cn time, while 35% of the total number of cargoes

arrive cn time. Because of this gross infeasibility, we modified the

measurement tons of twelve of the cargoes to even out the spread. The

revised numbers (Data Set B) appear in Table 1, column B. For this data

set only two cargoes require multiple ship-trips. Summary statistics from

runs 2,3, and 4 appear in Tables 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 respectively (the

canmplete man-machine sessions are anitted due to sepace limitations).

These runs use seven shims and several seed assignment configurations.

Sre infeasibility remains since less than 50% of the tons are delivered n

time, and at most 60% of the cargoes arrive cn time. We decided to further

modify the cargo sizes to make the problem more feasible, but first we

tried to improve the ship utilization, which is less than 7% for these

runs. (Note that in easuring ship utilization we also count ballast 

in which utilization is zero. This means that if a schedule includes

ballast legs and multiple rountrips, ship utilization should not be

expected to be high - see ala discussion at the end of this section).

To this end we made three runs (sumnary statistics in tables 4.6, 4.7 and

4.8) with 5 ships in various seed configurations. As anticipated, ship

utilization rose, to an average of 10.6%. The percentage of tons delivered

cn time dropped by nearly half, and the number of cargoes delivered on time

- in %- --�p--- --ap �L�-�P�`-�9sP�--p�Xa�il�l-�-�----- �*I)IU�B·9111U-al-q(·li�·l�·I�Il�·�i·ll�
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R; T-O.01/0.01 14:03:35
SCHED
EXECUTION BEGINS...

8 SUPERCOMPLEXES
DONE READING IN COMPLEX AND PORT DATA
READ IN' 20 CARGO RECORDS

': READ IN 7 SHIP RECORDS
ENTER OUTPUT STREAM RATING, SCALE O TO tO

OUTPUT SET AT 1

I NPUT
11
INPUT

22
INPUT

33
INPUT
4 4
INPUT

55
INPUT

66
INPUT

77
INPUT

O
INPUT

99 20

* * SEEDS
SHIP AND CARGO NO,.

SHIP AND CARGO NO.

SHIP AND CARGO NO.

SHIP AND CARGO NO.

SHIP AND CARGO NO.

SHIP AND CARGO NO.

SHIP AND CARGO NO.

SHIP AND CARGO NO.

WIDTH ,LIMIT

$$S

** ***** **** ***** ** * ** * ***** * ********** * * * * * * * * 

SCHEDULE FOR SHIP NO. 1:
TYPE MTON SOFT SPEED

1 4125 6000 432

DATE CMP NAME P D QUANT RMRTN SLK CRG EPT EDT
14 9 L.A. P 10680 3445 0 1 5 14
29 21 PHIL D 10680 14125 0 I 5 14
54 5 CHAR P t4125 0 0 831 10
82 22 MALA 0 14125 14125 0 - 8 31 10

SCHEDULE FOR SHIP NO. 2:
TYPE MTON SOFT SPEED

1 14467 6000 444

DATE CMP NAME P D QUANT RMRTN SLK CRG EPT EDT
32 14 SJAP P 14467 0 0 2 5 20
38 22 MALA D 14467 14467 0 2 5 20
65 14 SJAP P 1910 12557 21 18 65 6
71 22 MALA 0 1910 14467 0 18 65 6
88 I SEAT P 150 14317 0 19 65 11

LDT MTON TYPE
20 10680 1
20 10680 1
57 264140 1
57 264140 1

eleO+m+m~$$$$$$$

LOT
27
27
92
92
94

MTON
14830
14830

1910
1910

150

TYPE

1
1I
I

Table 4.2(a): 7 Ships, Original Data Set (A)

arak EP\T--(B---�-· III��--·LII�-L--·--.I , --- �· �--�-�--9-� �----·11- -�--�.^IIIC`IP-CI- �. �. ...--. �-.. �'����� � -�---�.i-i.�� .�i--�il----�-�--· --------
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101 21 PHIL D 150 14467 0 19 65 il 94

SCHEDULE FOR SHIP NO. 3
TYPE MTON SOFT SPEED

1 14467 6000 444

DATE CMP NAME P D
11 4NORF P
36 21 PHIL D
45 13 WAKE P
51 21 PHIL D
76 5 CHAR P
77 4 NORF P

iO2 21 PHI L D
105 22 MA'.A 0

QUANT
4150
4150
1950
1950

14437
30
30

14437

RMRTN SLK CRG EPT EDT LDT
10317 1 3 11 10 30
14467 0 3 1 10 30
12517 3 12 45 45 73
14467 0 12 45 45 73

30 0 14 55 30 80
0 0 13 50 26 78

30 0 13 50 26 78
14467 0 14 55 30 80

SCHEDULE FOR SHIP NO. 4:
TYPE MTON SOFT SPEED

1 14467 6000 444

DATE CMP NAME P D
14 8 GALV P
39 21 PHIL D
53 10 S.F. P
58 18 HAWA P
69 21 PHIL D
69 21 PHIL D
95 2 N.Y. P

117 24 AUST D

QUANT
690
690
190

74-30
7430

190
14467
14467

RMRTN SLK CRG EPT EDT LDT
12777 0 4 12 14 35
14467 0 4 12 14 35
14277 0 11 45 13 69
6847 0 10 35 9 65

14277 0 10 35 9 65
14467 0 tl 45 13 69

0 0 20 70 33 98
14467 0 20 70 33 98

* * * * * * * * * * as * * s.s * * * e * sas * s s s * * * * * *** t * ** * * * *

SCHEDULE FOR SHIP NO. 5:
TYPE MTON SOFT SPEED

1 13800 6000 432

DATE CMP NAME P D
25 4 NORF P
26 2 N.Y. P
52 21 PHIL D
55 22 MALA 0
60 17 OKIN P
65 22 MALA D
93 2 N.Y. P

115 24 AUST D

OUANT
13790

O10
13790

10
13800
13800
3083
3083

RMRTN SLK CRG EPT EDT LDT MTON TYPE
10 1 7 25 5 53 195200 1

O 0 5 18 28 40 10 1
13790 O 7 25 5 53 195200 1
13800 0 5 18 28 40 10 1

O 0 15 55 4 84 24650 1
13800 O 15 55 4 84 24650 1
10717 0 20 70 33 98 17550 1
13800 0 20 70 33 98 17550 1

SCHEDULE FOR SHIP NO. 6:
TYPE MTON SOFT SPEED

1 19125 7500 552

Table 4.2 (b)

150 1

MTON TYPE
4150 1
4150 1
1950 1
1950 1

16480 1
30 1
30 1

16480 1

MTON TYPE
690 1
690 1
190 1

7430 1
7430 1

190 1
17550 1
17550 I

.`-�-i�e�-r�b�8�8��*e�oql�08�baa�r�l�l�- -- -·-- ---· r�q·-rrrq CI- -·rrq--·- ---r -*-PI·-CI-- ·t_�l·l-�� ·̂  r·L-. ri- -·e I ·. ·----i·-- -- .-_.
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SCHEDULE FOR SHIP
TYPE MTON SOFT

1 19125 7500

RMRTN
19095
19125
14970
4120

4155
O

10850
O

4120
O

4t55
15005
19125

RMRTN

19125
17082
19125

SLK
11
0
6
2
9
0
0
0
O
0
O
0
O
0
O

SLK
11
0
0
0

CRG
6
6

16
15
i7
16
16
15
16
17
16
16
16
16

EPT
25
25
57
55
60
57
57
55
57
60
57
57
57
57

CRG EPT
7 25
7 25

14 55
14 55

EDT
25
25
6
4
2
6
6
4
6
2
6
6
6
6

EDT LOT MTON
5 53 195200
5 53 195200

30 80 16480
30 80 16480

UNSCHEDULED CARGOES:
CRG POE NAME POD NAME EPT EDT LOT MTON TYPE

2 14 SJAP 22 MALA 5 20 27 14830 1
7 4 NORF 21 PHIL 25 5 53195200 1
8 5 CHAR 22 MALA 31 10 57264140 1
9 4 NORF 21 PHIL 34 19 60 29030 1

16 17 OKIN 22 MALA 57 6 87 51880 1

******S ************F ***C**AS*SG* S**S***i** t*5**W***

SUMMARY OF CARGO STATISTICS

MEAN CARGO TARDINESS
STD.DEV. CARGO TARDINESS
MEAN WEIGHTED CARGO TARDINESS
STD.DEV. WEIGHTED CARGO TARDINESS
PERCENT CARGOES DELIVERED ON-TIME
PERCENT CARGOES DELIVERED LATE
PERCENT COMPLETELY DELIVERED CARGOES
PERCENT PARTIALLY DELIVERED CARGOES
PERCENT UNDELIVERED CARGOES

= 8.80
8.95

a 69466
t 119910

* 35.00 %
, 60.00 %

- 75.00 %
= 20.00 %
* 5.00 %

Table 4.2 (c)

DATE
25
47
57
55
60
64
68'
72
76
80
84
88
88
88

CMP
5

22
17
1t7
t7
22
17
22
17
22
17
22
22
22

NAME
CHAR
MALA
OKIN
OKIN
OKIN
MALA
OKIN
MALA
OKIN
MALA
OKIN
MALA
MALA
MALA

TYPE
1
t
1
1
I
1iI

1
1
!III
I

PD
P
p0
D
P
P
P
D
P
D
p
D
P
D
D
D

LDT MTON
47 30
47 30
87 51880
84 24650
90 4 i20
87 51880
87 51880
84 24650
87 51880
90 4120
87 51880
87 51880
87 51880
87 51880

OUANT
30
30

4155
10850
4120
4155
4155

10850
10850
4120
4120
4 55

10850
4120

NO.
SPEED

552

QUANT
19125
19125
2043
2043

7:

DATE
25
45
65
87

CMP
4

21
5

22

NAME
NOR F
PHIL
CHAR
MALA

PD

p
D

TYPE
t
!
1
I

i %~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~c-)rr cs~--r-^---~-- · ·PCI-- _. 
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PERCENT TONS DELIVERED ON-TIME
PERCENT TONS DELIVERED LATE
PERCENT TONS UNDELIVERED

10.8 84 %
1i6.26 %

= 72.90 %

**************SUMMARY OF SHIP STATISTICS

*esses***esseS***ses*assse**ees**se*** *********s*

SUMMARY OF SHIP STATSTICS

MEAN ROUTE CIRCUITRY
MEAN WEIGHTED ROUTE CIRCUITRY
MEAN SHIP UTILIZATION
MEAN DISTANCE TRAVELED
STD.DEV. OF DISTANCE TRAVELED
MEAN TON-MILES
STD.DEV. OF TON-MILES
MEAN SHIPPING DISTANCE
MEAN PORT DELAY PER STOP
STD.DEV. OF PORT DELAY PER STOP
MEAN PORT DELAY PER SHIP
STD.DEV. OF PORT DELAY PER SHIP
MEAN PERCENT OF TIME SPENT IN PORT
MEAN ROUTE TIME
STO.DEV. OF ROUTE TIME
R; T3.24/4.71 t4:05:20
SSTOP

I .31
= 1 .24
= 11.93 %
= 34585
* 8002

2 .21E+08
1 42E+08

= 8839
1t.250

= 5.013
9. 286

= t 1 .250
11.84 %

- 78.43
- 16.76

Table 4.2 (d)

-94ara~~~~~~~lllc~~~~~L~~~nprs~~~~ra~~~~leaasra~~~~~~~ ~~~ ~~ __~~~~ __ _~~~~~~~~_~~~__ _ ~~~~~ _ _ .
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*s**.*l*e**.**.**.********e*..t.L*...l****a * * *** ****

SUMMARY OF CARGO STATISTICS

MEAN CARGO TARDINESS
STD.DEV. CARGO TARDINESS
MEAN WEIGHTED CARGO TARDINESS
STD.DEV. WEIGHTED CARGO TARDINESS
PERCENT CARGOES DELIVERED ON-TIME
PERCENT CARGOES DELIVERED LATE
PERCENT COMPLETELY DELIVERED CARGOES
PERCENT PARTIALLY DELIVERED CARGOES
PERCENT UNDELIVERED CARGOES
PERCENT TONS DELIVERED ON-TIME
PERCENT TONS DELIVERED LATE
PERCENT TONS UNDELIVERED

5.90
£ 8.03
a 35697
a 66 271
= 50.00 %
r 45.00 %
= 85.00 %
- 10.00 %
= 5.00% 
3 47.75 %
= 34.72 %
- 17.53 %

************************************** *****************

**********************.************************** ****

SUMMARY OF SHIP STATISTICS

MEAN ROUTE CIRCUITRY
MEAN WEIGHTED ROUTE CIRCUITRY
MEAN SHIP UTILIZATION
MEAN DISTANCE TRAVELED
STD.DEV. OF DISTANCE TRAVELED
MEAN TON-MILES
STD.DEV. OF TON-MILES
MEAN SHIPPING DISTANCE
MEAN PORT DELAY PER STOP
STD.DEV. OF PORT DELAY PER STOP
MEAN PORT DELAY PER SHIP
STD.DEV. OF PORT DELAY PER SHIP
MEAN PERCENT OF TIME SPENT IN PORT
MEAN ROUTE TIME
STD.DEV. OF ROUTE TIME
R; T=2.08/2.95 12:13:04
SSTOP

0.89
0.82
2.87 %

- 21985
9001

- 1.34E+08
a 1.04E+08
= 7653
= 4. 167
= 1 2. 980
X 25.000

23.31t7
- 45.34 %
= 55. t4
= 26.09

Table 4.3: 7 Ships, Data Set B
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*******SUMM * tRY OF C*RGO ST***S * eerSt*C** t******

SUMMARY OF CARGO STATISTICS

MEAN CARGO TARDINESS
STD.DEV. CARGO TARDINESS
MEAN WEIGHTED CARGO TARDINESS
STD.DEV. WEIGHTED CARGO TARDINESS
PERCENT CARGOES DELIVERED ON-TIME
PERCENT CAPGOES DELIVERED LATE
PERCENT COMPLETELY DELIVERED CARGOES
PERCENT PARTIALLY DELIVERED CARGOES
PERCENT UNDELIVERED CARGOES
PERCENT TONS DELIVERED ON-TIME
PERCENT TONS DELIVERED LATE
PERCENT TONS UNDELIVERED

2 5.45
8.1 O

2 34423
a 80202
2 60.00 %

4 0. 00 %
= 90.00 %
2 10.00 %
= 0.0 %

49.43 %
32.10 %

s: 18.47 %

**ts*******A*Y t**t**t*************S***T***

e*aas*+**SU***Rs*e*O*w*O SSTTIS*ICSeee**e**

SUMMARY OF SHIP STATISTICS

MEAN ROUTE CIRCUITRY
MEAN WEIGHTED ROUTE CIRCUITRY
MEAN SHIP UTILIZATION
MEAN DISTANCE TRAVELED
STD.DEV. OF DISTANCE TRAVELED
MEAN TON-MILES
STD.DEV. OF TON-MILES
MEAN SHIPPING DISTANCE
MEAN PORT DELAY PER STOP
STD.DEV. OF PORT DELAY PER STOP
MEAN PORT DELAY PER SHIP
STD.DEV. OF PORT DELAY PER SHIP
MEAN PERCENT OF TIME SPENT IN PORT
MEAN ROUTE TIME
STD.DEV. OF ROUTE TIME
R; T2.15/3.01 12:15:55
SSTOP

· 1.19
* 1.26
= 4.68 %
= 27878
= 10007

1.79E +08
1.Ir1E+08

= 10313
a 1.881

5.460
= 11.286
a 8.939
2 18.46 %
· 61. 14

18.80

Table 4.4: 7 Ships, Data Set B
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SUMMARY OF CARGO STATISTICS

MEAN CARGO TARDINESS 5.35
STD.DEV. CARGO TARDINESS 7.95
MEAN WEIGHTED CARGO TARDINESS - 36515
STD.DEV. WEIGHTED CARGO TARDINESS a 75687
PERCENT CARGOES DELIVERED ON-TIME a 55.00 %
PERCENT CARGOES DELIVERED LATE a 4500 %
PERCENT COMPLETELY DELIVERED CARGOES * 90.00 %
PERCENT PARTIALLY DELIVERED CARGOES t10.00 %
PERCENT UNDELIVERED CARGOES a 0.0 %
PERCENT TONS DELIVERED ON-TIME a 48.23 %
PERCENT TONS DELIVERED LATE s 42.82 %
PERCENT TONS UNDELIVERED a 8.96% 

SUMMARY OF SHIP STATISTICS

MEAN ROUTE CIRCUITRY
MEAN WEIGHTED ROUTE CIRCUITRY
MEAN SHIP UTILIZATION
MEAN DISTANCE TRAVELED
STD.DEV. OF DISTANCE TRAVELED
MEAN TON-MILES
STD.DEV. OF TON-MILES
MEAN SHIPPING DISTANCE
MEAN PORT DELAY PER STOP
STD.DEV. OF PORT DELAY PER STOP
MEAN PORT DELAY PER SHIP
STDDEV. OF PORT DELAY PER SHIP
MEAN PERCENT OF TIME SPENT IN PORT
MEAN ROUTE TIME
STD.DEV. OF ROUTE TIME
R; T2.11/2.98 2:18:32
SSTOP

1.13
£ 1.14
* 6.80 %
- 28464
a 8 105

1 . 90E+08
= 8.80E +07
= 9810
* 1 .682

4.850
· 10.571
* 7.678
= 17.66 %
s 59.86
a 12.92

Ships, Data Set BTable 4.5: 7
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*** **SUMMARY OF CARGO S TATISTICS*** * 

SUMMARY OF CARGO STATISTICS

MEAN CARGO TARDINESS
STD.DEV. CARGO TARDINESS
MEAN WEIGHTED CARGO TARDINESS
STD.DEV. WEIGHTED CARGO TARDINESS
PERCENT CAPGOES DELIVERED ON-TIME
PERCENT CARGOES DELIVERED LATE
PERCENT COMPLETELY DELIVERED CARGOES
PERCENT PARTIALLY DELIVERED CARGOES
PERCENT UNDELIVERED CARGOES
PERCENT TONS DELIVERED ON-TIME
PERCENT TONS DELIVERED LATE
PERCENT TONS UNDELIVERED

a 8.55
x 13.22

- 51941
t 97347

50.00oo %
40.00 %

* 75.00 %
s 15.00 %
· 10o.00 %
= 33.41 %
= 34. 44 %
= 32.15 %

**** ******** ********** *** ** * * * * ** * * * * ** ** * ** *

I

SUMMARY OF SHIP STATISTICS

MEAN ROUTE CIRCUITRY
MEAN WEIGHTED ROUTE CIRCUITRY
MEAN SHIP UTILIZATION
MEAN DISTANCE TRAVELED
STD.DEV. OF DISTANCE TRAVELED
MEAN TON-MILES
STD.DEV. OF TON-MILES
MEAN SHIPPING DISTANCE
MEAN PORT DELAY PER STOP
STD.DEV. OF PORT DELAY PER STOP
MEAN PORT DELAY PER SHIP
STD.DEV. OF PORT DELAY PER SHIP
MEAN PERCENT OF TIME SPENT IN PORT
MEAN ROUTE TIME
STD.DEV. OF ROUTE TIME
R; T2.57/3.68 2:10:29

= 1.00
- 1. 12
= 11.47 
= 29784
= 8447
* 2. 00E +08
* t.15E+08
· 9885
- 1.158
· 3.796
r 8.800
= 7.014

12.43 %
70.80

r= 2 1.57

Table 4.6: 5 Ships, Data Set B
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SUMMARY OF CARGO STATISTICS

MEAN CARGO TARDINESS
STD.DEV. CARGO TARDINESS
MEAN WEIGHTED CARGO TARDINESS
STD.DEV. WEIGHTED CARGO TARDINESS
PERCENT CARGOES DELIVERED ON-TIME
PERCENT CARGOES DELIVERED LATE
PERCENT COMPLETELY DELIVERED CARGOES
PERCENT PARTIALLY DELIVERED CARGOES
PERCENT UNDELIVERED CARGOES
PERCENT TONS DELIVERED ON-TIME
PERCENT TONS DELIVERED LATE
PERCENT TONS UNDELIVERED

1 1.65
1ki6.67

t 73 126
* 106733
- 30.00 %

55.00 %
- 75.00 %
· 10.00 %
* 15.00 %
* 20.76 %

57.21 %
a 22.03 %

***$**$$***************t********** 0********************

SUMMARY OF SHIP STATISTICS

MEAN ROUTE CIRCUITRY
MEAN WEIGHTED ROUTE CIRCUITRY
MEAN SHIP UTILIZATION
MEAN DISTANCE TRAVELED
STD.DEV. OF DISTANCE TRAVELED
MEAN TON-MILES
STD.DEV. OF TON-MILES
MEAN SHIPPING DISTANCE
MEAN PORT DELAY PER STOP
STD.DEV. OF PORT DELAY PER STOP
MEAN PORT DELAY PER SHIP
STD.DEV. OF PORT DELAY PER SHIP
MEAN PERCENT OF TIME SPENT IN PORT
MEAN ROUTE TIME
STD.DEV. OF ROUTE TIME
R; T2.66/3.90 3:06:33
SSTOP

* 1. 11
1.12

- 10.80 %
= 31630
a 12247
* 2.15E+08
= 9. 46E+07
= 9235

1 .237
· 4.444
' 9.400
* 9.317
= 12.53 %
· 75.00
= 32. 26

Table 4.7: 5 Ships, Data Set B
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****,*******************s****** *l. *f* *** *0 ******* ***

SUMMARY OF CARGO STATISTICS

MEAN CARGO TARDINESS * 3.40
STD.DEV. CARGO TARDINESS 1 5.70
MEAN WEIGHTED CARGO TARDINESS * 14240
STD.DEV. WEIGHTED CARGO TARDINESS * 26227
PERCENT CARGOES DELIVERED ON-TIME = 45.00 %
PERCENT CARGOES DELIVERED LATE £ 35.00 %
PERCENT COMPLETELY DELIVERED CARGOES = 70.00 %
PERCENT PARTIALLY DELIVERED CARGOES = 10.00 %
PERCENT UNOELIVERED CARGOES a 20.00 %
PERCENT TONS DELIVERED ON-TIME = 24.15 %
PERCENT TONS DELIVERED LATE = 33.91 %
PERCENT TONS UNDELIVERED a 41.95 %

* * **********s*s************************************ *

****s***********************t********* ***************

SUMMARY OF SHIP STATISTICS

MEAN ROUTE CIRCUITRY
MEAN WEIGHTED ROUTE CIRCUITRY
MEAN SHIP UTILIZATION
MEAN DISTANCE TRAVELED
STD.DEV. OF DISTANCE TRAVELED
MEAN TON-MILES
STD.DEV. OF TON-MILES
MEAN SHIPPING DISTANCE
MEAN PORT DELAY PER STOP
STD.DEV. OF PORT DELAY PER STOP
MEAN PORT DELAY PER SHIP
STD.DEV. OF PORT DELAY PER SHIP
MEAN PERCENT OF TIME SPENT IN PORT
MEAN ROUTE TIME
STC.DEV. OF ROUTE TIME
R; T2.55/3.74 13:09:23
SSTOP

0.99
1. 17
9.62 %

24569
10590

1.53E+08
4 77E+07

8815
1.500
5.218

10.200
10.663
17.17 %
59.40
27. 10

Table 4.8: 5 Ships, Data Set B
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dropped by more than 13%. This indicated that the scheduling constraints

were too tight for such a nall number of shi; to handle with reasonable

ship utilization. We therefore further refined the cargo sizes, as

indicated in Coluun C, Table 4.1, to form Data Set C. In this data set no

cargoes require multiple ship-trips.

Summary statistics from this third data set appear in Tables 4.9,

4.10 and 4.11. They show a substantial improvement in performance for the

5-ship case. In the best of three seed-cargo configurations, 96% of the

tons and 95% of the cargoes are delivered. For this case ship utilization

is 6.2%, indicating many more cargoes could be transported with appropriate

scheduling requirements. In addition, the percentage of on-time delivered

cargoes hovered around the 40% level, which is relatively laow. We opted

not to try seven-ships of this case because of the already-low ship

utilization.

A closer look at the schedules associated with the above runs

reveals several interesting observations. Take for instance ship # 6 of

run # 1 (displayed in Table 4.2). This ship picks up cargo # 6 fromn

Charleston, S.C. on day 25 and delivers that cargo in Malaysia on day 47.

It subsequently travels on ballast to Okinawa where cn day 57 it loads

three cargoes: Cargo # 17, and pnrts of cargoes # 15 and # 16, both of

which are large-size and have to be split. Cargo # 15 is split in two,

10,850 tons carried by tle above ship (#6), and 13,800 tons carried by ship

# 5 several days later (see also Table 4.2). Cargo # 16 is carried

entirely by ship # 6, but in four (4) rountrips (Okinawa to Malaysia),

because of its even larger size (51,880 tons, compared to a capacity of

19,125 tons for ship #6). Ship # 6 completes its trip on day 88, after

4hrgdOP6� �L�IB�BltBII�CCIB�IIs�BBsD�IU""rr -"--m�^----�I-P-L�-�----T---l-"-�-�u^·�- -- p- �- ------ c-Lcl�u�-�----------- 1------
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A

***************SUMMRY O CARGO S************************ * TIS* ***CS*

SUMMARY OF CARGO STATISTICS

MEAN CARGO TARDINESS
STD.DEV. CARGO TARDINESS
MEAN WEIGHTED CARGO TARDINESS
STD.DEV. WEIGHTED CARGO TARDINESS
PERCENT CARGOES DELIVERED ON-TIME
PERCENT CARGOES DELIVERED LATE
PERCENT COMPLETELY DELIVERED CARGOES
PERCENT PARTIALLY DELIVERED CARGOES
PERCENT UNDELIVERED CARGOES
PERCENT TONS DELIVERED ON-TIME
PERCENT TONS DELIVERED LATE
PERCENT TONS UNDELIVERED

a 8.45
·*= 8.77
= 53377
= 90051

30.00 %
70.00 %

= 95.0o %
= 5.00 %

0.0 %
21.12 %

· 69. 30 %
a 9.59 %

*******s***************s************************ *****

**0************************************************* **

SUMMARY OF SHIP STATISTICS

MEAN ROUTE CIRCUITRY
MEAN WEIGHTED ROUTE CIRCUITRY
MEAN SHIP UTILIZATION
MEAN DISTANCE TRAVELED
STD.DEV. OF DISTANCE TRAVELED
MEAN TON-MILES
STD.DEV. OF TON-MILES
MEAN SHIPPING DISTANCE
MEAN PORT DELAY PER STOP
STD.DEV. OF PORT DELAY PER STOP
MEAN PORT DELAY PER SHIP
STD.DEV. OF PORT DELAY PEP SHIP
MEAN PERCENT OF TIME SPENT IN PORt
MEAN ROUTE TIME
STD.DEV. OF ROUTE TIME
R; T2.45/3.53 13:19:05
$STOP

= 0.98
0.87
1.80 %

· 306 16
· 9769
* 1. 62E+08
= 8.29E+07
s 7513
£ 0.667
* 4. 165

5.600
= 1I .971
= 7.53 %
= 74.40
a 24 .32

5 Ships, Data Set C
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S******S******* ********* *SSS ******S*********w*******

SUMMARY OF CARGO STATISTICS

MEAN CARGO TARDINESS
STD.DEV. CARGO TARDINESS
MEAN WEIGHTED CARGO TARDINESS
STD.DEV. WEIGHTED CARGO TARDINESS
PERCENT CARGOES DELIVERED ON-TIME
PERCENT CARGOES DELIVERED LATE
PERCENT COMPLETELY DELIVERED CARGOES
PERCENT PARTIALLY DELIVERED CARGOES
PERCENT UNDELIVERED CARGOES
PERCENT TONS DELIVERED ON-TIME
PERCENT TONS DELIVERED LATE
PERCENT TONS UNDELIVERED

= 1 t .00
= 19.34
= 83080
z 175713
= 45.00 %
= 50.00 %

95.00 %
= 0.0%
- 5.00%
* 30.21 %
= 65.74 %
t 4.05 %

*s*S*s**e*** *SUMMARY OF SHIP STATISTIC S

SUMMARY OF SHIP STATISTICS

MEAN ROUTE CIRCUITRY
MEAN WEIGHTED ROUTE CIRCUITRY
MEAN SHIP UTILIZATION
MEAN DISTANCE TRAVELED
STD.DEV. OF DISTANCE TRAVELED
MEAN TON-MILES
STD.DEV. OF TON-MILES
MEAN SHIPPING DISTANCE
MEAN PORT DELAY PER STOP
STD.DEV. OF PORT DELAY PER STOP
MEAN PORT DELAY PER SHIP
STD.DEV. OF PORT DELAY PER SHIP
MEAN PERCENT OF TIME SPENT IN PORT
MEAN ROUTE TME
STD.DEV. OF ROUTE TIME
R; T2.34/3.38 13:22:33
SSTOP

r 1. 15
1.06

= S. la %
= 35109
= 15253
= 2.20E+08
= 1. 20E +08
3 9607
= 1.1 OO
2. 3.529
= 8.800
= 6.058
W= 10.81 %
= 81 .40
3 36.77

Table 4.10: 5 Ships, Data Set C
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* ****s** SUA**Y OF CA**************RGO STA******** **CS

SUMMARY OF CARGO STATISTICS

MEAN CARGO TARDINESS - 9.00
STD.DEV. CARGO TARDINESS = 14.76
MEAN WEIGHTED CARGO TARDINESS - 48146
STD.DEV. WEIGHTED CARGO TARDINESS * 90576
PERCENT CARGOES DELIVERED ON-TIME * 45.00 %
PERCENT CARGOES DELIVERED LATE = 45.00 %
PERCENT COMPLETELY DELIVERED CARGOES t 85.00 %
PERCENT PARTIALLY DELIVERED CARGOES = 5.00 %
PERCENT UNDELIVERED CARGOES r 10.00 %
PERCENT TONS DELIVERED ON-TIME = 34.95 %
PERCENT TONS DELIVERED LATE 48.89 %
PERCENT TONS UNDELIVERED = 16. 16 %

************** *** ***************************** **** ****

***s********e***s***** ****es***e ***e * * *** * **

SUMMARY OF SHIP STATISTICS

MEAN ROUTE CIRCUITRY
MEAN WEIGHTED ROUTE CIRCUITRY
MEAN SHIP UTILIZATION
MEAN DISTANCE TRAVELED
STD.DEV. OF DISTANCE TRAVELED
MEAN TON-MILES
STD.DEV. OF TON-MILES
MEAN SHIPPING DISTANCE
MEAN PORT DELAY PER STOP
STD.DEV. OF PORT DELAY PER STOP
MEAN PORT DELAY PER SHIP
STD.DEV. OF PORT DELAY PER SHIP
MEAN PERCENT OF TIME SPENT IN PORT
MEAN ROUTE TIME
STD.DEV. OF ROUTE TIME
R; T2.46/3.55 13:24:19
SSTOP

a 0.99
= 1.12

12.54 %
s 29644
= 9223

1 . 96E +08
s 9.84E+07
= 9807
*= 2. 105
B= 8.036
= 16.000

1t7.875
= 22. 10 %
= 72.40
= 26.43

·Table 4.11: 5 Ships, Data Set C
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making these four roundtrips from Okinawa to Malaysia. Notice that this

ship travels fran the East Coast of the U.S. to the Pacific actically

empty, since cargo #6 is only 30 tons. This is due to the fact that cargo

# 6 was assigned arbitrarily to ship # 6 as a seed assignment by the user,

ard that rno other cargoes were assigned to travel on the same ship on its

way to the Pacific because of incapatible schedules.

Similar interesting schedule patterns were observed in other runs

of MDRSS.

In the rest of this section we further analyze the performance of

MORSS based cn the results of the previous discussion. First, it is

evident that the performance of the system depends highly an the particular

data set beirng used. Much of the iscussion in the first part of this

section focused on tailoring the data set to a snmall fleet size. It is

unclear what the a priori limits for feasibility are. For example, cargoes

#2 and 9 seem to be "difficult" cargoes in the sense that they are often

at least partially unscheduled. Many factors are involved. Boundary

conditions, cargo size, seed selection and interactions between large

cargoes may account for much of the difficulty. In addition, the

parameters involved in the utility functions need detailed calibration

themselves (see also Chapter 5).

To aid in the analysis of the runs, M42SS canpated a large variety

of statistics at the er] of each run. The most important ones are

summarized in Table 4.12, for each of the runs. These statistics are the

measures by which we evaluated the performance of the system. The most

important of the cargo statistics are the percentages of cargoes

(delivered) on time and tons (delivered) on time. These most clearly

�eir`e�8$car�ti�s�c�-------------g"l)lB -·LI-·-C--q;C---�I�I�-·PL1IIIIII�·--L
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reflect the primary concern of the MSC to deliver cargoes cn time.

Among the ship-related statistics, route circuity, ship utilization

arnd percent of time spent in port are the most important. By "route

circuity" we mean the ratio of the total distance traveled y a ship

divided by the sum of PCE-POD distances for all cargoes carried by the

ship. Thus, a low circuity (less than half) means the ship carries many

cargoes most of the time, while a high circuity (more than 1.5) means the

ship carries few cargoes at a time, and is deadheading a good pArt of the

time also. These measures are important as indications of the efficiency

at which the system operates.

We now turn to a discussion of the correlation between the

statistics generated by MORSS. Plots of some of these appear in Figures

4.3 to 4.6. From Figures 4.5 and 4.6 we see that ship utilizaticn ard the

ercentage of tons delivered are ot correlated with the percentage of tons

delivered n time. Figure 4.3 shows a strong linear correlation between

the percentage of on-time cargoes and tons. Figure 4.4 indicates the

percentage of cargoes cn time is close to being independent of the

percentage delivered. These reliminary results indicate that ship

utilization is not a goad performanoe measure for problems with tight or

infeasible scheduling requirements. This result will be checked more

closely with a larger feasible set of cargo movement requirements during

the calibration procedure.

We popose several bounds on system performance. First, ship

utilization has a maximum of the order of 50% with the given PCEO-P

structure. This is because of traveling on ballast from POD to PCE.

Practically speaking, this bounrd is not achievable either, because of the

p�s�rrtl��xrr*·�r�---raslaaraara�a�t·--aa -^ - ··rslrrprrruoarrsaooarerrrrrrrrarrr*�-cr
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necessity of multiple cargoes cn the same ship. In this case the ship is

not full between deliveries. Second, route circuity has a maximum of 2.0,

corresponding to the case where a ship carries only one cargo at a time.

Both of these quantities are bounded below by zero. Third, each data-set

has its own particular structure. In many cases this results in bounds on

the runber of cargoes or tons that can be delivered on time.

Given these bounds, it is worthwhile to note that the best ship

utilization achieved in these runs had a value of 12.54% (in run # 10).

This means that the ships in that sealift problem instance averaged about

25% full while transporting cargo. This is a reasonable performance for

such a tight problem, where the average late cargo was 9 days overdue.

This points ut the difficulty in establishing rorms for the expected

performance of the system under MORSS or any scheduling algorithm. This

issue will be further explored in a continuing phase of the project (see

also Chapter 5).
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CHAPTER 5

CCONCWDNG REMARKS

5.1 Introduction

This chapter provides some additional details cn miscellaneous

other activities related to this project (section 5.2) and concludes by

describing directions for further research an the MSC operational problem

(section 5.3).

5.2 Other Project-Related Written Products

There have been several additional self-contained products, written

by members of the MIT project team, and related to this project. These

include an annotated bibliography, - by Tnpson (1983) -, two M.Sc.

theses, - by Badjis (1982) and Jeng (1984), and a PhD thesis, - by Kim

(1985).

In Thcnpson (1983), a bibliography of about 70 references in this

general problem area is described. This bibliography is maintained in the

MIT project library and updated at regular time intervals.

The M.Sc thesis of Bardjis (1982) was arpleted a few rrmonths before

this project was initiated, arid hence cannot be considered an "official"

product of the project. However, we include it here because to our

knowledge it was the first attempt to look into the MSC operational problem

from a rigorous analytical standpoint. The thesis developed exact

mathematical programmnirng formulations for a spectrmn of variants of the MSC

problem, by examining a variety of objective functions, constraints, etc.

Upn initiation of the project, the MIT team decided not to use an exact
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aproach (for the reasons outlined in Chapter 2), and hence these

formulations were no longer pursued.

The M.Sc. thesis of Jeng (1984) took the "sequential insertion"

algorithm developed by Jaw et al (1984) for the mrrlti-vehicle many-to-many

advance-request dial-a-ride problem with time windas, and attempted to

adapt it to the MSC operational problem. As described in Chapter 2, the

"sequential insertion" algorithmn is a very efficient procedure for

scheduling a fleet of vehicles in a dial-a-ride environment, and

acmptational experience with the procedure has been very satisfactory.

Jerg's crk dealt with necessary difications in the procedure so that it

could be applied to a version of the MSC operational problem. A generic

canputer-program was written to that effect, but was never implemented on

the MSC-supplied or other data.

The PhD thesis of Kim (1985) shed light n some very interesting

theoretical aspects of the MSC problem. Specifically, it recognized that

in the absence of time constraints (EPT's, EDrT's and LDT's), the routing

subproblem of the MSC problem becomnes usually very easy to solve, given

that ports are located "along the shoreline". Kim them defined the

"shoreline" distance metric as a special case of the Euclidean distance

metric and imposed time constraints on the problem. He then developed a

class of heuristic (appyoximate) algorithms for the single-ship "shoreline"

problem with time constraints, and derived the worst-case performance of

these algorithms (in terms of deviation frcm the theoretical optimum). For

the special case in wtich all ports are located n a straight line, he

showed that de3pending on the objective functin and the constraints of the

problem, the problem can be either solved exactly by a "polyrantial"
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algorithm, or belongs to the class of "NP-complete" roblems (for which no

polynomial algorithm is krnown to exist.) Kim's work has opened some very

interesting directions for further research cn this class of rolems.

5.3 Conclusions and Directions for Further Research

We conclude the main body of the report with our conclusions and

our ideas n directions for further research in this area.

To our knowledge, today the MOCSS algorithm represents the only

methodology that has been designed and developed specifically for the MSC

operational routing and scheduling problem. As stated in the project's

statement of objectives (see Chapter 1), the MIT team set forth to

investigate a class of sealift routing and scheduling problems, develop,

analyze and test solution algorithms for such problems, and work with the

MSC and others so as to increase the level of knowledge of these problems.

As a result of r efforts within the ast two and a half years, we feel

that progress in the project has been in accordance with the atboe

objectives and with the schedule e had propsed to accomplish them. Not

only do we kncw much rore about the structure and complexity of this

problem now than we did when this project As starting, but we do possess a

methodology and an associated computer program that can form the basis for

future implementation by the MSC. We also feel that we have made progress

regarding the stated longer-term objectives of this project, that is, to

develop a procedure that could be ultimately implemented by the MSC,

enhance the state of the art in the solution of complex, large-scale

transportation roblems, and advance the state of knowledge in interactive

user-friendly algorithms. In fact, we feel that many of the principles and
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methods w have adopted for this project could be used in other

environments as well.

There is ro question that ar investigation to date has left

considerable room for both further analysis of the MSC operational problem

anr algorithmic development of RSS. In the following we describe a set

of possible follc-cn activities which we consider essential for further

progress in this area. These activities would build upon the work

accomplished to date, by targeting specific issues that have been either

addressed only superficially, or not addressed at all by this project thus

far. We should emphasize that all of these activities intentionally fall

into the category of research, creation of new knrrledge, and methodology

developnent, as opposed to real-world implementation of a software package

(a pDssible exception is Task 6, which addresses implementation issues to

same extent. )

The description of these activities goes as follows:

Task : Investigation and Caliberation of Alternative Utility Functions:

Although considerable effort has been already spent to come up with

utility functional forms that make sense for this problem, it is

conceivable that other classes of functions could be used n as to (a)

model the MSC decision process more realistically, (b) decrease the

required computational effort and (c) achieve improved solutions. It is

clear that such a task would nvolve an increased degree of interaction

with MSC personnel, so as to ircorporate their suggestions and other

feedback into the algorithm. By "calibration" we mean the determination of

the most appropriate values of the parameters of those utility functions.

Since those values are user-inputs, interaction with the MSC is essential

�-�_____�·a�U�.- -- �p---- - �--* I I -i ------r�l---r�·--^pQIslt-·D1PrC�agl*)·Ci
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here too.

Task 2: Investigation of Carg Assi nment Interactions: MRSS currently

assigns utilities to potential cargo-ship assignment pairs without taking

into account pssible interactions of unassigned cargoes with one another.

Thus, it is conceivable that while each of cargoes i and j is by itself a

goad assignment for ship k, assigning both of them to the same ship is not.

MCSS currently handles this problem by (a) limiting the number of

tentative cargo assignments simultaneously made to a ship at each

iteration, and (b) by "deassigning" those cargoes from a ship's list of

tentative assignments that do not interact well. This task would

investigate other, computationally more efficient methods for taking such

possible interactions into account. Possible approaches in this context

include the develognent of a "pre-opt" procedure which would eliminate

unlikely arcs in the transportation network, and/or the construction of a

"swapper, post-opt" heuristic which would eliminate poor cambinations of

cargoes once the assignments are made.

Task 3: Develo~ nt of re So isticated Seed Selection Methods: Seed

selection is considered to be an important step in MORSS. The current

procedure accomplishes such selection y solving a one-to-one assignment

problem involving ship at cargo pairs whose utilities have been compted.

We would like to explore and test alternative seed selection methods.

Those might include selecting seeds as t maximize me easure of

"spread-out-edness", a measure which, by definition, involves interaction

among seed cargoes. A subtask here might consist of developing ore

advanced aggregation/clustering methwls to facilitate the seed selection

process. Finally, we would like to investigate the sensitivity ofthe
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overall schedule to seed selection rules.

Task 4: tdeling of Qeueig Effects at Ports- Ship queueing at ports

during periods of congestion is likely to be a very significant issue

during the actual execution of the schedule. MRSS currently includes a

term in the utility function that "measures" port congestion, but it is

clear that this problem merits a far more extensive investigation. We

propose to develop methods that redict future queueing effects at ports

more accurately. We anticipate that in doing so we shall need more

accurate information regarding the structure of ports ard their throughput

as a function of demand rate. This analysis will move away from the

essentially deterministic approach that has been used so far, to the

modeling of probabilistic effects. "Optimal" loading/unloading/queueing

disciplines would be investigated s9 as to improve port utilization and

reduce overall delays.

TaSk 5: sensitivity Analysis: Other than user-specified parameters

calibration, e would like to perform sensitivity analysis cn many

important categories of the input data, and answer "what if" questions that

would help obtain further insights into this problem. Such data include

due dates for cargoes (i.e., "what if the due date for this cargo is moved

backward by one day?", "what if the NATO-controlled fleet is made

available?", etc.

Task 6: Further Testing of Algorithm and User Friendly Implementation: We

would like to further develop the interactive portion of MORSS. This

includes the caability of rodifying schedule assignments, ading/renoving

ships ar-d cargoes, and a graphics feature. Our plan would be to transfer

MOSS from the MIT IBM system to the new Apollo color-graphics
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microcnputer at the Operations Research Center (acquired by a grant frcm

ONR). This task uld also call for extensive interaction with MSC that

the ability of the MSC to eventually use the algorithm is maximized.

At the time of the writing of this report, the MIT team is engaged

in Tasks 1 and 6. All other tasks are to be left for a future pase of

this project.
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APPENDIX A

DATA SIUYUJRES

A.1. Introduction

This appendix is devoted to describing the data structures used in the

MORSS algorithm. The MIT team spent a considerable amount of effort to ce

up with a data structure design that allcows for fast data manipulation, robust

data cross-reference, maximum accessibility for the interactive user, ad ease

in future program expansion. We found the use of PASCAL very useful in that

resect (camputer languages such as FrRAN may e deficient in implementing

this type of data structure design).

The data structures utilized fall into 4 major categories: Complex

Based, Port Based, Cargo Based, and Ship Based. These structures are

(roughly) interconnected as shown in Figure A.1. These interconnections are,

in fact, two-way. The next few pages elaborate cn the data structures and

their interconnections. For a surrmnary, refer to charts in Figures A.2 and

A.3. The following constants (assumed part of input, contained in a file) are

used throughout:

NtI44P = rumber of cxmplexes

MAXCRG = maximum number of cargoes

MAXSHP = maximum number of ships

INSUP = maximum number of complexes in a super-complex

CNSPER = maximum number of "congestion per icds".
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A.2 Ports

The data for each port is stored in a record type UNIT. Each Unit

ccntains the following data:

UNIT = RE2ORD

NAME: four characters; name of port

DETh: integer

LENGTH: integer

BEAM: integer

NBRI: integer, number of berths

KIND: character, A,C,G,etc.

The ports can also be organized into arrays of up to 7 units. This is

so because all complexes contain at most 7 ports. The type of array is GR(XP.

GROUP = ARRAY (1..7) of IT

A.3 Ship Stops

For each ship w keep a linked list of that ship's stops, as they

occur in time. A stop is defined as one pickup or delivery stop at a given

port. If several cargoes are picked up or delivered successively, a separate

stop is constructed for each. The data for each stop is contained in a record

of type EVENT, pointed to by a pointer of type LINK3:

LINK3 = EVENT

EVENT = RECZORD

P-D: character, P or D (pickup cr delivery)

CAIO: integer, code of cargo

QUANF: integer, quantity of cargo picked up/delivered

CMPL: integer, code of complex (refer to Section A.4)
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POr: integer, code of prt with complex (refer to Section A.4)

DATEIN: integer, date ship finally docks at PORT

DATEJrT : integer, date ship finally leaves PORT

WAITIN: integer, wait before docking due to congestion

WAITrT: integer, wait before leaving due to congestion

SLACK: integer, wait due to arrival previous to EPT or EDT

RMRIN: integer, masurement tons of residual capacity after stop

RSHION: integer, short tons of residual capacity after stop

RSQFT: integer, square feet of residual capacity after stop

NEXT: link3, to next stop in schedule

PREV: link3, to previous stop in schedule

MATCH: link3, to correspxiding pickup or delivery of same cargo

In addition, each stop is ala) addressable fran the corresponingM cargo

record. For each cargo we keep a local linked list of all the

pickups/deliveries of that cargo. Each record in the list is of type 3CP x

and is pointed to by pointers of type LINK4.

LINK4 = iKUP

PCKUP = RECRD

SHIPNO: integer, number of ship

EVWP: Link3, to pickup in SHIPD's schedule

NXT: to next record

A.4 Cargoes

For each cargo keep a record of type Mr? inted to by pinters of

type LINK1.

LNK1 =MVT
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MVTr = RECORD

KEY: integer, ode assigned to cargo

CRE3QP: integer, complex of origin of cargo

DESCMP: integer, destination complex of cargo

COPRT: integer, origin port of cargo

DESPRT: integer, destination port of cargo

EPT: integer

EDT: integer

LDT: integer

MSRFN: integer, measurement tons of cargo

SHRTN: integer, short tons of cargo

HVYIFT: integer, heavy lift code

LOADED: boolean, TRUE if we have completely loaded cargo

REIMSR: integer, measument tons still to be loaded

REMSHR: integer, short tons still to be loaded

REMSQ: integer, square feet still to be loaded

PFTYPE: integer, preferred ship type

ATIMPT: integer, number of loading attempts for cargo

FSTLDW: link4, points to 1st loading in local list

LSLDt: link4, points to last loading in local list

The overall set of cargoes is kept in an arrray of type MVPIR:

MVTPIR = ARRAY (1..MAXCG) OF LIKN1

Finally, at each complex we keep a linked list of the cargoes leaving

from the complex. The records are of type CaG, pinted to by pointers of type

LINK2.

LINK2 = +CI
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CB3 - RECORD

CQR: integer, code of cargo (=Key in MVT record)

FOLL: Link2, next cargo in list

A.5 Canplexes

The data for each complex is kept in a record, of type SEVRL.

SEVRL = IXCORD

CODE: 5 characters, name of complex (i.e. 5EATB, etc.)

NPORIS: integer, number of ports

PCRTS: GRYJP, (ports at complex, Section A.2)

NBC: integer, number of cargoes leaving from complex

FECR: LINK2, first cargo is linked list (Section A.3)

LCRG: LINK2, last cargo in linked list

CNGST: Array (1..CNGPER) of integer, congestion level at complex

DIST: Array (1..NUMP) of integers, distances to all other cplexes

The SEVRL records are gathered in an array of type HUBS, and the

superconplexes are stored in records of type AGGCOMP; themselves arranged in

an array of type ALLAGGC.

HUBS = ARRAY (1..NU24P) of SERVL

AGGCCMP = RECC)D

N-024P: integer, number of complexes

INDEX: Array (1...INSUP) of integer (indices of the comnplexes

as they appear in HUBS)

ALLAGC: ARRAY (1..NtW7MP) of AGGCOMP
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A.6 Ships

Each ship's data is kept in a record of type BT, pointed to by a

pointer of type LINK5

LINKS5 = tBOAT

BOAT = RECCRD

CCDE: integer, code assigned to ship

SHPr: integer, ship type

DRAFT: integer

UflTh: integer

BEEM: integer, beam (deliberate mispelling)

BO24: integer

SPEED: integer

MINCAP: integer, metric ton capacity

STNCAP: integer, short tcn cap city

FTCAP: integer, square feet capcity

FSDOP: LINK3, first stop in schedule

SIOP: LINK3, last stop in schedule

NXTWAV: ARRAY (1..2) of integer, current fully loaded period

AVJ: ARRAY (1..NtP) of integer, time to cmnplex

ID: integer

GRID: integer

NISC: integer

FLEET: integer

YEAR: integer

CRGUTIL: integer, utility of last assignment

The pointers t the ship records are kept in an array

BOATPT = ARRAY (1..MAXSHD) OF LINK5
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A.7 An Illustration

A graphical representation of cargoes and shiFs data structures

appears in Figure A.2. In this figure, cargo j leaves from complex Oj and

goes to cxmplex Dj. This cargo is split (totally) between ships I and H.

Similarly, cargo k goes from Ok to Dk and is being carried - only

partially - by ship I.

Ship I's :nly stop are to pick up and deliver mrts of cargoes j and

k. A graphical representation of the data structures for complexes, morts and

cargoes appears in Figure A.3. In that figure, cargoes jl, j 2 , j3 and j4 all

leave from complex I and from ports 1,3,2,2, respectively at complex I.

A.8 Sne additional data structures and comron names of variables

During a run of the optimizaticn algorithn for network flows (see

Chapter 3 and Appendix B for further details), a ship may be assigned at most

4 cargoes. (4 could be changed to any desired constant). We keep track of

the assignments, for a given ship, in records of type PRSHP.

PRSHP = F)ORD

SNLM: integer, number of ships

CNLMS: ARRAY (1..4) of integers, cargoes assigned to ship

LOSTS: ARRAY (1..4) of integers, costs of assignment

PICKS: ARRAY (1..4) of LINK3, pickups of assignment

DELVS: ARRAY (1..4) of LINK3, deliveries of assignment

COCtJN: integer, number of cargoes actually assigned to ship

Constants: NU = 50
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NV= 50

NU and NV are upper bounds cn the number of ships and cargoes,

respectively, in a given time window.

ARRSHP = ARRAY (1..NU) of integer

ARICRG - ARRAY (1..NV) of integer

Arrays of type ARSHP and ACR will carry the shi; and cargoes in a

given tine window respectively (we refer to these arrays as cargostack and

shipstack). In the present implementation, the array of ships will be

constant (i.e. does not change with tine windows).

BARR1 = ARRAY (1..NU) of boolean

After the optimization and assignment/deassignment in a tine window,

BARRl(j)=false if cargo j in cargostack was rot assigned. This is used in

setting up the next time window.
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APPENDIX B

CCPUIER PRIGRAM CANIZATION

B.1 Introduction

This appendix is devoted to giving a hierarchical overview of the

onmpter programs in the MCRSS package. This descripticn does not irclude

the reprocessing procedures, which. (a) scan the complex and prt files and

create a single file containing all the data, and (b) lexicographically

sort the cargoes according to preferred ship type, EPT, EDTI, and LT.

In general, the data is set up to match the needs of the data

structures in MCRSS (see Appendix A). Also, the very top program is a CMS

exec called SCHED which sets up all files for reading and writing and

actually starts DRSS.

Flow charts of the programs and subroutines of XSSI are shown in

Figures B.2 to B.15. (all of which are at the end of this Appendix). Table B.1

provides an index for those figures and Figure B.1 displays same of the conven-

tions used in the flowcharts. A description of the arguments of each sub-

routine is given in Appendix C.

Subroutines that merit special discussion are the following:

B.2 NETWRK Subroutine

NEIWRK has 5 hases. In phase 1 NEITWRK scans (simultaneously)

the ship;tack and the cargostack (as those were defined in Apperxndix A).

For each cargo and ship pair, either the user or subroutine ASSNUtIL decide

whether they are cxmpatible, if they are, what the utility of the

assignment is (as per Chapter 3). If the pair is compatible NEIWCRK will

--�----------�sc�-- ----- ---^. - �-------------------- ---- -·--- ------ -------------
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Program or

MORSS

READIN

SEEDS

SCHEDULE

ELTIME

NETWORK

PEPMASSN

ASSIGN

UPD-P

DWN-LGAD

QUPD

SHIFT

UPD-T

UPD-CRG

Subroutine Figure

B.2

B.3

B.4

B3.5

B.6

B.7.6

B.8

B.9

B.10

B. 11

B.12

B.13.2

B. 14.2

B. 15

Other Subroutines Called

READIN, DISPLAY, SEEDS, SCHEDULE

ASSIGN

RLLTIME, NETWORK, PERMASSN

SHIFT, EkN-LCAD

PEEKER, ASSMJTIL, FOSUB, POSTOPT

SHOFT-SORT*, ASSNUTIL, ASSIGN

UPD-P, QUPD

ADAPT*, UPD-CRG, INSERTS

TABLE B .1

Index of MKPRSS Program and Routines

(*internal routine, not described here).

_ � _e

·ns;--------- ---rr-- -�q61 O----^----�-�-·�-DLssa�r)··�l-�"l�------ -
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END
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set up an arc corresponding to the pair .

In hase 2 the arc data is consolidated to form a network (a

bipartite graph) described by a forward-star data structure. In hases 1

and 2 NEIWORK also sets up a "translation table" to make the nodes in the

graph correspond to cargo a ship locations in the respective stacks.

In phase 3, the network data structure is written into a file.

In hase 4, the optimization algorithm (FLSUB) is run. This

algorithm prints the optimization results into a file (in general, we print

the data into files for run control - in the ultimate version of MORSS,

arguments should be passed directly between programs.)

Finally, in phase 5 subroutine POSTOPT reads in the optimization

results, postprocesses them, and returns the assignemnt data to NETWCK.

In spirit, the network is a bipartite graph (U,V,E) as shawn in Figure

B.7.1, where the set U correspxids to ships and the set V to cargoes.

EWORK sets up the graph so that every ship in the graph is connected to

at least cne cargo, and vice-versa. Thus, if a cargo in the cargo stack is

iranmpatible with all ships, that cargo will not appear in the network.

Also, the graph will contain a rode corresponding t a "duany ship" and a

node corresponding to a "dummy cargo" to pick up extra supply or demard.

Every real cargo is connected to the dur ship and every real ship is

connected to the dummy cargo. The nodes in the graph are labeled by

numbers ranging from 0 to saxne number N+1, where N= number of real shi +

number of real cargoes. 0 represents the dummy ship and N+l the dumny

cargo.

Example: mber of real ships=2, number of real cargoes=3. (see

Figure B.7.2).

- ---111�1� ·11 -s ly -r�-·--x�----rrl_�-----ra -- -�C--C·-��-- ---- PII�·I�·-LIIBIIICIII-TrC-�-^-^IP�-·I
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A forward-star representaticn of the graph is used. We keep the

arrays:

(arc length) HEAD: heads of the arcs

(arc length) CST: cost of the arcs ordered as in HEADS

(rode length) FIRST: index of first rode (in HEAD) that rode is

connected to (O if none)

(node length) LAST: index of last nrode (in HEAD) that rode is

ccnnected to (0 if none)

(rode length) RHS: supply of rode. For real cargo rodes, it is -1.

For real ship nodes, NEIWORK sets it at 4 (at most 4 cargoes/ship). The

dummy ship can have any RHS (we set it at 0) and the durmy cargo is given

enough demand to balance those of real ship art cargo nodes.

We also keep

NUIARCS: total number of arcs in graph and use

SHIPS-IN-GRAPH: number of real ships in graph

CARaO-IN-GRAPH: number of real cargo in graph

Thus, for the previous example (see Fig. 8..7.2) we have:

HEAD 3,4,3,5,3,4,5

CST = Large, Large,x,x,x,x,x (we shall talk about this later)

FIRST= 1,3,5,0,0,0

IAS = 2,4,7,0,0,0

RHS = 0,3,3,-1,-1,-4

Since rot all ships or cargoes in their stacks may appear in the

graph, the node number assigned to (say) a given cargo may be different

fromn that cargo's position in the cargo stack. To provide translation, we

use the arrays EUIV and BACK. Given a node j>l, EQUIV(j) will be the

-I--- --�;�--�PB----�� �--^ �-2- --a. I. ·Ir.�DPIBIC�S�·lra �- - ___________l___�_�_n�---a�l�.� --�- ---�� -I-L-sB*1)4·IIDI·dC�0�1111�.�
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position of

the ship corresponding to j, if j < SHIPS-N-GRAPH

the cargo corresponding to j, if j > SHIPS-IN-GRAPH

in the shipstack cr cargostack, respectively.

For instance, if SHIPS-IN-GRAPH = 6 and EQUIV(2) = 4, node 2 in the

graph will be the 4th ship in the shipstack.

BACX is the inverse function of EQUV.

As mentioned in Appendix A, the constants NU (=50) and NV (=50) are

upper bnds, respectively, t the number of ships and cargoes in their

stacks. NEIWCR initially assumes that indeed there are NU ships and NV

cargoes in the graph. Later this overestimate is corrected and in the same

process the final network preresentation is obtained. We shall refer to

this process as the "contraction". The initial overestimate is also

reflected in errays EQUIV a BACK, as well as in the variable MARK (

number of arcs in graph). Initially, MARK is set at NV (NEWORK assumes

that all cargoes are in the graph, so rode 0 - the dummy ship- is connected

to NV nodes. )

In corder to know, at ay pint before the contraction, which ships

ard cargoes are already in the graph, we use the array YES of boolean

values. For i < NL

YES(i) = T if ith ship in shipstack is in graph yet

F otherwise

Similarly, for 1 < j <N 

1 _1- _1 --
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T if jth cargo in cargostack is in graph yet

YES(j + ) 

F otherwise

YES is initialized F for all entries.

The main rk done before the contracticn goes as follows: We

enumerate the shipstack, i.e. we scan STACKSHP (I) for < I< SEHPNUZ

Given I, we enumerate the cargostack, i.e. we scan STAC&KCS(J) for

1 < J'< CRC.

Suppose, that given I arnd J, say by calling ASSNUTL we determine that

the pair is cmptible. Then: First, we increase MARK by one (an extra arc

in graph). We check to see whether YES (J + NU) = T. Suppose it is not.

That means that the Jth cargo has rot been found comnpatible to any previous

ship or that this is the first time we scan cargo J. So we:

set YES (J + NI) = T (cargo is rn in graph)

set EQUIV (CAFIC-IN-GRAPH + NU) = J (temporarily,

node number C2FCOS;-I-GR APH + NU corresponds to the

Jth cargo)

set BACK (J + NU) = CACOS-IN-GRAPH + NU

We alms check the value of YES(I), ard perform similar operations as

above. In addition, if YES(I) was F when checking, arc (I,J) is the first

arc starting fran ship I, so we also set FIRST (SHIP-IN-GRAPH) = MARK (ship

I will be the SHIPS-IN-GRAPH th rnode)

Finally, sirce I,J are compatible, we also do:

HEAD (MARK) = BACK (J + MJ) (set head of new arc)

_1�1__ _ _- il�·B�i·�s�L�i�TII-·I --L-X - lil----------- ------- �
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After enumerating all cargoes, given ship I, we check the value of

YES(I). If = F, then we know the ship I was found incompatible to all

cargoes, so it should not be in the graph at all. On the other hand, if

YES (I) = T, then ship I should be connected to the dumny cargo

(temporarily represented by node # -1). So we go:

MARK = MARK + 1 (cne more arc)

LAST (BACK (I)) - MARK (BACK I is the node that

represents ship I. Arc # MARK is the

last arc starting from ship I)

HEAD (MARK) = -1

Ornce the double loop (ships and cargoes) is finished, the

contracticn begins. First of all, node 0 (the dummy ship) will be

connected cnly to CAEOS-IfN-GRAPH nodes, not NV nodes, so w go

FIRST(O) = , LAST (0) = CAR3OS-IN-GRAPH and for 1 < J < CAICOS-IN-GRAPH+J

(The lowest rumbers rode oorrespxding to a cargo will be rode #

SHIPS-IN-GRAPH+1).

and EQUIV (J + SHIPS-IN-GRAPH) = EQUIV (J + NU)

This says that the node Freviously numbered J + NJ is now numbered J

+ SHIPS-IN-GRAPH (remember that the EQUIV array tells us what cargo the

node represents).

Similarily, BACK (EQUIV (J + NJ) + NU) = J + SHIPS-IN-GRAPH

An example of the arrays before arnd after the contraction, for

NU=NV--5 will help clarify the situation (see Figure B.7.3).

We must also contract the HEAD array and reset the FIS and LAST

errays. To contract HEAD, we first note that the number of ships in the

I I 81 �B�BIIPP�DBIQ k -"--e*k --··sl-··L�� -- ______--�-X-.---L"CVJCU"�)^·IYO····QI-�-
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gram was initially overestimated by CORRERMI = EJ -SHIPS-IN-GRAPH. So,

if an entry in the HEAD array is

= -1 (dumny cargo)

- -1 (real cargo)

it should become

1+ SHIPS-IN-GRAP +

CASO- IN-GRAPH

decreased by CREIWv

In addition, the original number of cargoes in the graph was

overestimated by Ca IERM2 = NV-CACRS-IN-GRAPH. Thus the entire HEAD

array should be shifted left by CORRTERM2, art similarily, for

1 < I < SHIPS-IN-GRAPH, FIRST (I) and LAST (I) should be decreased by CORRTEM2.

An example, before and after the contraction is shown in Figure B.7.4. The

reader may verify that the graph in question is the ne shown in Figure

B.7.5.

To finish the contraction, we must set FIRST-LAS-T=O for nodes

correspording to cargoes, ar also take care of contractirng the CST array,

setting the HS array and a few similar things. This will set up the

network, which is printed in a file by writing, in the given order

NS(=SHIPS-IN-GRAPH + 1 = number of sources in graph)

CARGOS-IN-GRAPH ( = number of sinks)

NUTMAICS ( = AST (SHIPS-IN-GRAPH) = number of arcs)

array FIRST

array LAST

array RHS

array HEAD

5iBS14e;B~~~~~~~~~~~~i~~~ilg~~~~~a~~~~~-I------~~~~~~~~~-~~~-+---~~~~~~~-1 ~ ~ ~ ~ _ _, ~~~~~~~ ~~~ _I_, _ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ _ ___~~-------
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array CST

Finally, NEIWCRK calls FLOX)SUB and next POSTOPT.

The flowchart for NEIWORK is given in a highly abbreviated form, in

Figure B.7.6.

B.2 SHIFT Subroutine

"Parallel" to the cargostack, we keep an array of boolean entries

(one entry per cargo in the cargostack). After assignments and

deassignments, the entries in this array will be T or F correspding to

assigned or nonassigned cargoes respectively. SHIFT looks only at the

F-cargoes, and shifts all of those to the beginning of the stack. An

example is shown in Figure B.13.1.

In addition, SHIFT utilizes two parameters: CRC and IAST. C is

the total number of cargoes in the stack. The cargoes between LASP+l and

CRFC are always automatically deassigned (last portion of time window).

Finally, F-cargoes are shifted only when they have not been attempted to be

assigned more than a fixed number of attempts (NATI).

B.3 UPD-T Subroutine

This ocedure creates a dummny schedule for a given ship, in order to

test the utility of a certain cargo insertion. There are 4 main pieces of

data involved, but before describing these, a general overview is given.

Suppose the ships schedule looks like the one shown in Figure

B.14.1(a), where the Si's are the stops. Suppose we want to insert the

pickup P of the cargo between and S; and the delivery between S3 and

Sq. Then PD-T will first create a schedule that looks like the one shown

- -- ~I·IC~- ~r ---. -Ce-L·~-C-·-I --- ~-9 · I···- "'amI--(~·Cll~
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in Figure B.14.1(b).

Stop S1 and the old schedule are rot lost, rather the new schedule

is simulated y using special pointers and the old stops.

The first data structure is used precisely to achieve this. In the

program it is called NUIORDC and consists of an array of pointers of type

Link3. NUORXEC(1) points to the simulated pickup (as above). In the

example above, also, we have NUTIP(4) pointing to the simulated delivery.

After the insertion of the two stops, some of the data contained in

the old stop records will be incorrect (with respect to the simulated

schedule), for instance the time data. Rather than change the data in the

old stops w keep 2 arrays, NUTE and NUSLK, which contain the updated

times and slacks for the simulated schedule (in both cases the arrays start

with the new pickup). Finally, array USLK contains the "future slacks".

All the arrays have OXMr entries. In the example above first C(fT-4, and

after inserting the delivery, CINr=5.

There are three routines that are used by UPD-T which will not be

described here in detail. They are SHIFT (internal, not to be confused

with rocedure SHIFT, described earlier), TRAVERST and SLAXER. TRAVERSE

takes the original schedule of the ship and generates the updated schedule

containing the pickup only. SHIFT adds the delivery to the updated

schedule. SLAXER takes this schedule and computes the array CRISLK.

When iwe insert the delivery, the variable PLACE indicates where in

the updated schedule the delivery will be (counted fran the pickup). Fbr

instance, in the example above, PLACE=4. Before, a pointer of type Link3

points to the stop before which we are inserting the stop (whether pickup

or delivery).

-,.Mm D~ Wnm -I'll I8 (s- -- ~·- -- ~ ~.- .- 
pop 
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As a delivered cargo is inserted, the old arrays containing time

slack and stops are preserved in arrays PTIME, PSLK and PIREC so that they

can be used for the next delivery attempt.

I- IkR ·C`. C--s~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.. -;r~~~~~~~-r~~~- -7 - - . -NO- I -1- -- - - - I --- -- --- ~- "··*C-·-~~~
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Displays data according
to user-driven menu

Figure B.2
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READIN

We are dealing with Comnplex I

We are dealing
with Port J in
Caplex I

READ NAME
DEPTH

BEAM
NBRTH
KIrD

I L ,- ,
I __JL

I-- --1

I

l I
I I

I I

I I
i I
_i1

IJ.-M - i

_- _- _ __ _ 
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rpE

]
I1
1

K KEYNURG

REVSHHR=STN
MPASRMSRIN

REYSQ=SQFT

TLADED=FALSE 
ATEMPT-- O
FSTLDNG=NIL
LSTLDNG=NIL

I...DN

Figure B. 3a

(A: continued in Fig. B.3b)
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A

WHILE
There are rrore ships

in shipfile arnd data in
availability file

l -

h
F

I
1

1
1
1

I
1
II
L
1
I
1
I
1
1
1
I
1
L 

NUMSiTWR~ ~j

* RAD
1-Ol

I __ I

WRITE
I-01

I-

* I-01, user set, controls how much output is generated by MORSS

Figure B.3b

I
I

I
I
I
I
I

I
I

I
I

III
I

i
I
I
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SEEDS

When SEEDS terminates, SHIPNO will be the total number
of ships in use

_ _ - _ . _ -__ I

SET
SHIPPT = Pointer to ship # SHIPNO
CRGPPT = Pointer to cargo # CRGNO
SHPNUZ = SHPNUZ+l
ADD SHIPNO to stack of ships
PCKP = NIL
DELV = NIL

ASSIGN cargo # CRNO
to ship # SHIPNO

This procedure handles all the
assigrnment mechanics.

~, , ,, - - ~, _tU~.!", " ,_-._~...; '',__:_:;_'':'

i
I

Figure B. 4

IF
CFRNO > 0

I

I1I1

!
L

T�a�s�rdii�tr aran �rer�81Pilat�Pts raPaaera rat t�saPwr

I

I I

il I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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SCHEDLIE

3rfn
SE

CRGC = C
SEEN = 0
STPFLG = FALSE
BANNER = FALSE4,_

.I ..-.....

REPEAT

UNrIL
STPFLG = TRUE

2

CRGC = # of cargoes in cargo stack
SEEN = # of cargoes in SEEJ so far
STPLG = flag, if true run stops
BANNER = beccmes true when all cargoes in cargo list have been

dcnloaded to the cargo stack (i.e., the algorithm
has "seen" all cargoes)

_ J i __ r -

-I

I
I

I

I

1

I

I

User control,
see RLLTLME
description

Figure B.5.a

(A, B: cont'd. in Figure B.5.b)

RLLTIME

Sets up new tire windav.
Returns (arrong others) updated values of

STACKCRG (stack of cargoes)
T (EPT of last cargo in time window)
CRGC
SEEN
BANNER

IF CRGC = and BANNER is

STP = UEtru e
ST LG= TREE

YES

A I
%i 

I'T~~~

ZI

II- - -. I.
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B 

NI

IF TOTIAL > THEN

PEPASN

Attempts to make permanent the
assignments given in array FLOZS
returned by NqDRK

Figure B.5.b

A 4

I

I

I

I
I

IF CRC > O ard SiELPUZ > 

THEN

NEYWDRK

Using cargoes and ships in current tine
window, sets up network, optimizes and
postoptimizes the assignment. Returns:

FLOWS: array of PRSHP records, each
continuing assigrnrent data for a
different ship.

TOTAL: # of ships which have been
assigned a cargo.

I

I

I

1

1

I

ENDL I
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RLLTIME

YES

NO

READ LMIT
!T 

Figure B.ND

Figure B.6

CRGC=# of cargoes currently in
cargo stack

CRGC2= auxiliary variable, refer
to description of SHIFT 

Shift takes a cargo stack like

A I B C D j
and rrakes it into

A B _ ,

T = upper bound on latest EP of
cargoes in next tirre window

LIMIT = upper boundary on total
# of cargoes in next
tie uindcw

Write CRX
SET L 1P=NUCRC-SEEN

-, ---j 

SET

IF CR > 0 THEN

SHIFT

Shifts all cargo currently in cargo
stack to beginning of cargo stack

I 

DW LAD

Puts cargo in the cargo stack, so that no
more than LIMIT cargoes will be in the stack
and so that the highest EPT is T. Sets
BANNER=T if we reach the end of cargo list
updates SEEN, CZ

- 146.-
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U Figure B.7.1 v

Figure B. 7.2

dunmy

ship

real
ships

I

real
cargces

dunmy
cargo
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BEF)RE CONIRACTION:

NU=S NV=5

(SHIPS IN GRAPH=2
CAXOES IN+GPAPH=3)

F T T IF F T T F T F

2 I 3 1 2 4__

2 6 7 _ 

AFTER CONTRACTION:

2 3 1 24

Figure B.7.3

YES

EQUIV

BACK

EQUIV

BACK jj1 2 j j 3 4 j.: 5
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RFORE CONIACT ION4:

NU

HiAD

FIRST

* 6 7 -1 6 7 8 jjj1J

0

a 9j. I 1 1 I - _1

LAST 8 12 ! I I . . ..

AFTER COUITRACTION:

1 3 1 3 1 416 3 4 5 

0

1 4 7_

3 6 10

'I l I "

Figure B. 7. 4

1iEAD

FIRST

LAST
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cargo
1

cargo
2

cargo
4

dumry
caro

Figure B. 7.5
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NET WDRK

-- N~ ---

I .J

I .I I

iI j User choosesthis and this ii
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ P__R ASSNUJIL 

User decides whether i, j Computers utility of pair 
are compatible and what i, j; if canqatible also
cost should be returns insertion pointers I

-II' - - I I

/, I ~Use data from PEEER I 
or ASSNTJrIL to begin

| setting up network

I i 'I I
11 I

network
formulation

A

Figure B.7.6a
(A: cont'd in Figure B.7.6b)

[Ii
I

1 + SHPNUZ

I- -VW
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Write
network

onto
fileK - I

Read in
optinization

results

_4
Translates optimization
results into cargo-ship

assignrents

Print
out

assignments

II

Figure B.5.6b

FLSUB

Network optimization
routine.
Docuented separately.

POSTOP
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PERiMASSN

I Look at FLOS (1] record, I
let it be SNUNI

CNS l
PICKS
_ DELVS 1

Ji I . I
I
i

* If nrre than 1 cargo was assigned
to ship, e sort them by # to get
earliest first

I
I
I

1

I
I

1 COUNT

r Wri ship # STACKSS [SNU and 
I I PGLrS L UIS J "

1r I ~~~User cooses beten ii
{ y j this, this, and this | |I II
11 11

ASSNUIL Reject 'r ILs'iA]I~S~~SNALs Rei jmt sing P[ICS j ] & 

I Decides wheter Assien ELVS [J] as in-
cargo-ship as- ertion points
signment is good 
and if so, re-
turns insertion *Boolean variable FAS 
pointers. * is T if assgment good

II wES~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I
YES II

ASSIGN I
.--A --- -- e,%r, r r t--mrr miTr, r -, ft

I Assi1js S iuKCR LuU.D LJ j I I

to SACKSHP [SNM], g Fie B . 8

-1 insertion points. I
V- -0 O -.--- -- -... -. - - I JttL_ CI ---- S -~r Cr cr r~ _ _ | r ·l _ r _r _r __r __r _ |

r
I
I
I

II
Ii

If COUNT > 1, then
SHORT SORT

Internal procedure, not
described. Uses bubblesort
to sort CNUMS array (smaller
to biggest; and rearranges
PICKS and DELVS to match the
sorting order

I
I
I
1I

1---11-�--�111`--�--` --
--- 111. 1 "C �-" "Os 19a �-a -r amx �..-----^--�--·-l·rearrr�aasraJP·��'Y-�-
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ASSIGN

V

Figure B. 9

UPD P

This routine creates and
inserts a stop in the
ship' s schedule. Here

:cl . _fnr_ tbrP pi eki;Up sto.

UPD P

Here used for the
delivery stop.

QUPD

Resets quantities to be
delivered in cargo's
record and capacity in
ship

Set MATCH pointers in
ship's s schedule, at
cargo stops.

I
I

i

ND

� ---------- ------------------slIIIICI---LII-�---

4 ,

START:
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UPD P

BEFORE points to record in ship's schedule
before which we are inserting (stop,=NIL if
we insert stop at very end). This will be
the stop right after the inserted stop.

INTI.=AVAILABILITY L

ELSE 

vIE = TRAVE TE FM LAST STOP INJ

INTLIE= tirne ship gets
to COMPNO.
If LSTOP=NI-L, shin's
schedule was previously
emrpty, so the

(availability is used.

*

PE

(INrIME = TRA

ELIVERING?T
IICKING UP?TiHE

IXCK AT Af ( E ,3
DOCK AT XU (INTME ,] rA-

INTZ4E =
AVAIIABILITY OF
SHIP TO CCVPNO

V7EL TIME FIOMI
PREVIOUS STOP + TIME
ILEFT FROM THERE

S

In thi
we are
inserti
beginni
schedul

p

Figure B. lOa:
(A, B: continude in Figu

SHIP DOCED AT
TIME COMPULED AS

IN *

-~~~~~~~~~ I

B

CARN = # of cargo
CCOI&PNO = # of conrlex of

pickup or de-
livery (which-
ever appropriate

NO
- -I--~--_ -

YES

4,

jinrI DUL=SCliUE 4- TIME LEFT FROM
LE aQP N 22 IE 

.S case

ng at
ng of
.e 

re B.1 )b)

4

Im --------- ---I
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B A

t .

Figure B.lOb

I

Reset timr ship docks at
stop right after inser-
tion to reflect extra
tire

_ _- Z_ .

'1-i
ADAPT

Internal routine, not
described. Resets times
at stops following the
one after the insertion.

. . ~~~~~~

I . 000ao 
4

fnufacture stop record
for insertion, by set:cng
DATEN, P D, PORT, SLACK,

PL AND CARGO

4,
IF PICK UP, TEN

UPD CRG

This routine resets the
cargo's pickup list to
include new pickup

'I,
Reset cmlex CCIPNO
congestion level during
ship's visit

r -~c---

j
INSERTS

Routine inserts
nranufactured stop record
into ship's schedule

.

I I

I

I

I

L ..

I

0

i

d
b I
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DWN LOAD

CTDIT: Auxiliary boolean
variable

* 0. .... *

I

ELSE

II' 

I I

Download next cargo from
cargo list:
SEN = SEEN +1

IF 
Cargo is added to c'

EPT < T and N L3ADED window only if EPT<'
cargo wasn't previo,
(as a seed)

T1CT
:. - I

I

urrent tire|
T and the
usly loaded

CPGC: = CROC + 1

Add cargo to
cargo stack

_..~~~~~~~~~~~~I

I

I
I L N

I We stop downloading
as soon as EPT>T or
we reach the limit

1
I

I

IF CRGC = LT
THE CONDIT: = TRUE I

Have we reached end of overall
cargo list?

--- - - -- - - -- , - -- - --- _- -1

Figure B.11
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QUtPD

Pckup is\
last or first stop 

ship's schedule?

* e also set capacity after
pickup equal to this quantityable for p

= capacity
evious s

NiK
As above, again r
through the ship
subtracting from
capacity the quan
QLAD.

stops
residual
Itity

iiiiii _ _

QL(AD = VN (QLCAD,
capacity of ship
after stop)

i _

I 'I
MOE TO NEXT STOP 

AT = Time at new stop 

This loop sets Q D to be the"

thatis sets QLcanD to be the mcarxi
that the ship can load of the cargo

ked up and

n remainin
xe deliver
if neces- Figure B.12

_ ....-.

*ICapaci
-l I-

Set Capacity after delivexy=
= capacity available for

pickup
QLAI=1CN (Cap. avlb. for
nip) qantity OQf cago re-
ma qLP l to e l ver ed

-ARI L = Tie of delivery 
q -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

ARRI = Te of delivery

SE QAD=qty. pic
delivere

Subtract QLOAD fro
qty. of cargo to 
Reset LOADED TO T

END

wI _~I

AT - Tiine of pi

AT ARPJVAL
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before SHIET

Cargo stack

boolean

5 8 13 25 27 311 -

T F T F T F 

after SHIFT

Cargo stack

boolean array FIF F F F F F

Figure B. 13.1

8 25 31 34 -
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SHIFT

k

ack;

)f Bo

and
ATT'i~5~ < NATrB

of cargo TIEN/
STACKCRG[I]

r~~ .. -1\ 

olean array

I

I

II

I

I

Figure

'G [J+I- I [...l I

J+I-LAST] 1 l

II__FAT __ P.
._ mo-- . J

I
I
I

I

I

J = J+1
STACKCRC [J] = STACKCRG [I]
ATIwIPT = ATIT + 1
TRUFLS [J] = FALSE

-.0e

_
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Figure B.14.1
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ule?

INTTIrravel time fram
FRST to CIfNO

qTLE = Travel
tire frcm ISIOP
to CQMPNO

COtPNO = Destination carpI
of cargo

COUcIT = CNT + 1
NOW = PLACE
FpST = Ccrplex of pickup

NO

INTLME = INTEIM + date
leaving SOP

INTIME = INTIE +
PTTE [oUN-lI
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UPD - CRG

Start

Create new pickup record

and set the ship number

and pointer to corresp.

Stop in ship's list.

Insert pickup record in

cargo's list of pickups

Figure B.15
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APPENDIX C

DESCRIPRION CF ARGUMENTS CF PRORAMS

The following convention is used:

+ = input to rogram and untouched by program

-= created by program

=* input to program and changed by program)

READIN (VAR I-01:INER; VAR CPLEX:HUBS;

VAR SUPUP:ALA;GC; VAR L;UMSUP,NkMCR,NlSHP: NTS3ER

VAR TO-MVT:MVPTR; VAR SHIPS:BOAT'T)

-I-01: variable input by user during execution of READIN and later assed

to other programs. This variable is used for output control. O I-01

10. The higher I-01 is, the more output (of assignrent mechanics,

etc.) the user will see.

-CXXPIEX: array of complex records

-SUPIP: array of supercomplex records

-NUMSUP, NIUMRG, NIISHP: numbers of supercamplexes, cargoes art ship.

-IT-MVE: array of pointers to cargo records.

-SHIPS: array of pointers to ship records.

oilI-------·-----· -------- 
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SEEDS (I-01: INIXER; VAR SrPACKSHP: ARRSHP;

VAR OCPLEX: HUBS; VAR SUPROSTP: ALLAGC; VAR SPNUZ: INTSER

VAR TO-MVT: ;MVIPTR VAR SHIPS:BkTPT)

+ I-01

-STACKSHP: array created by SEEDS which contains the codes of shirs to

which cargoes are assigned as seeds.

+ O4PIEX

+ SUPCCMP

- SHPNUZ: number of ships to which cargoes are assigned

* TO-MW : records of seed cargoes are modified

* SHIPS: a schedule is started for each ship with a seed cargo

a��ans�8�gii�nqFLPsn�� �sr p-- �n. �pgesra�- -·ll-a -I.1·l-PI-�·�.-·---rrL- L�-rsLP-�ITg -C L-rm(P-sYPI�·LIY-----------LLI1--LLL_-� -L-UI·LsCLIP�·II-dll��a*C)lllbZllp(((b**
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SEIULE (I-01:INIDER; VAR STACKSHP: ARRSHP; VAR CMPLEX: HUBS;

VAR SUPRXEMP: ALIAGC; VAR SPNUZ: INTE3ER; O'CI: IN'T:ER

VAR TO-MVT: rWPTR; VAR SHIPS: )ATPT)

+ I-01

+ STACKSHP

+ DCCPLEX

+ SUJPRXMP

+ SHPNUZ

+ NUCRIE

* TO-MV: cargo assignments will be reflected in the cargo data structures

* SHIPS: same as above, for ships.

- .. IP " "P"~~---^^^·L~~.. I I I ·--- · ~~--·-L·I·I~~·L-·--001,111 11 -- -- --
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RLLTIME (I-01: INrfER; VAR CRGC, SEEN, LMIT, NCR,T: INEIER VAR BAER:

BOOLTEAN; VAR SACKCI: ARICR&; VAR TEILS: BARRI; VAR O-MVf: MVFPIR)

+ I-01

* C3C: number of cargoes in cargostack will generally increase

* SEEN: nber of cargoes seen by algorithn will generally increase.

+ IMIT:

+ NU:

* T : user inpit.

* BANNER: will be set T if e reach end of cargo array

* STACKCRG

* TRUFLS: this array of boolean variables corresponds to the cargo

stack they are set to F initially, look under POSIOP).

+ 7'-MVI:

" n~~~~~ · · ~~~~~ · - · ~~~~~~ " ~~~l~I-- -------
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NFEIWORK (I-01: INI'ER; VAR STACKCE : ARRCR; VAR SACKSHP: ARRSHP; VAR

CUIPLEX: f3BS; VAR SUPRCIMP: ALIAOGC; VAR CC; SHPJZ: ITDGER;

VAR AL,BT: LINKS; VAR TO-MVT:MV7PTR; VAR SHIPS: BOATPT; VAR FLCWS:

ALLF; VAR tDTAL: INTEhER)

+ I-01

+ SACKCR: stack of cargoes

+ STACKSHP: stack of ships

+ G2MPLEX

+ SUP2P

+ CEGC, SHPNUZ: # of cargoes and ships in their stacks

+ AL,BT: auxiliary pointers used by ASSNUTIL to compute utilities

+ TO-MT: array of all cargoes

+ SHIPS: array of all ships

- W: variable of type ALLF, which itself is an array (1..N)

of PRSHP records. Each PRSHP record tells us what was

assigned to a given ship. Each record looks like

SNLN: integer, number of ship (in SACKSHP)

CNUMS: array (1..4) of integer, number of cargoes assigned

to ship (also in STACKCI3)

PICKS: array (1..4) of links of pointers to pickup

point in ship's schedule, one per assigned cargo

DELVS: as with PICKS, for delivery points

COUNTr: integer, total number of cargoes assigned to ship

- ItYIL :total number of ships to which cargoes were assigned.

W11I�-prr�8··-C�.�-rClrrrrr�i�CICIII*I�C -Pllsllll**ICIII�I�··LIL·�P-I��
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PERASSN (I-01: INTEGER; VAR AL, BT: LINKS; VAR SrACKCRG: ARR3SR; VAR

SrTCKSHP: ARSHP; VAR TRUFLS: BARR1; AR COMPLEX: HUBS; VAR SUPFIP:

ALL GC; VAR O4-MVT: 3TPFTR; VAR SIPS: BOATS VAR FLOWS: ALLF; VAR

TO/fL: INflER)

+ -01

+AL, BT: auxiliary pointers utilized by ASSNUTIL

+STACKc

+STACKSHP

*TRUFLS: BARR1 (refer to Appendix A. Utilized by

ASSIGN art later in RLLTIME.

+ GMPLEX

+ SUPBIP

* 20-MVr: cargo records will be modified to show assignments

* SHIPS: ship records will be modified to show assignments

+ FLOWS: raw assignment data from optimization

+ WTrAL: number of ships to whom cargoes have been assigned in optimization

9*IP~~~9PIX~~IBXI~~ ·i~~sl--· a I i~~~----i--. II~~~~--·II 1~- -_1- -- 
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ASSIGN (I-01: IE)ER; VAR TOSHP: LINK5; VAR T3IC:

LINKS VAR BPCKUP; BDELV: LINK5; VAR 1PLEX: HBS)

+ I-01

* IDSHP: ship's schedule is updated to include stops

* BPCKUP: psinter to record in ship's schedule, before

which cargo pickup will occur.

*BDELV: as BPCKUP, for delivery

+ CMPLEX

- -c~~-~pp--*~-·1PIE~t------plU P·-·C-LI~I·I~-- II~--- -·l~~llll.-~ilXI i - -------------- --qE~*WIAII~·PC~913D~"rra~~ra~-;~-c~-·--- --.--.------^---. .--~----s.. -~·---^---I----·--- .. ---..--11~~--`-·11111`---~l~-·IUI-·~---
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UPD-P (I-01: INIBER; DELIVERY: BOOLEAN; VAR TOSHP: LINKS;

VAR OC3G: LINK1; VAR BEFORE, PMV=: LINKS; VAR CXMPLEX: HO

+ I-01

* LIVERY: = T if stop to be inserted is a delivery

* IOSHP: ship's schedule is modified

* TOCRG: cargo's pickup list modified

+ BEFORE: pointer to stop irrmediately follcwim insertion

-PMV: pointer to inserted stop (manufactured by UPD-P)

+ CXMPLEX

~.-, -P-~-·l-··-- IP-~U~-C--·~-N"AM MOMMIPMI Oil I 'II ---- .- q1I ~· L I
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DWN-ICAD (I-01: INITSER; VAR STACKCG: ARIC3; VAR CRC, SEEN: IN ER;

LIMIT, NCG, T: INTR1ER; VAR TRUFLS: BARRI; VAR BANNER: BOOLEAN; VAR

TO-MVTr: MVIR)

+ I-01

* STACKCiG: new cargoes are generally down loaded nto stack.

* CC: cargo count = number of cargoes in stack.

* SEEN: number of cargoes that have been scanned in overall list.

+ LIMIT: upper bound cn number of cargoes in stack (= tine window).

+ NCE: total number of cargoes in overall list.

+ T : upper bourd on EPT's in time window beirng built.

* TIJFS: this array utilized in SHIFT, page

* BANNER: becomes TRJE if we reach end of overall cargo list.

+ TO-MVT

- -1 NO---~~ lll- .·. 1 - -·--4 - _ _gqt -lPs.. -*---- --- ~ I I----I----
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QUPD (I-01: INIBGER; VAR PCKUP, DELU: LINKS; VAR OSHP: LINKS; VAR T1XRC:

LIi)

+ -01

* PCKUP: pointer to pickup record. Record cdanged to reflect

quantity picked up.

DELV: pointer to delivery record. Record cdanged to reflect

quantity delivered.

*TOSHP: pointer to ship. Ship's schedule changed (capacities reduced).

* ICRG: pointer to cargo.

rl IC- La~·L··-·LIC --·- c---^-_·~e~ -r --·----c~-------------·, I*-··llr~----·--1powillyl powl
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SHILFT (I-01: INIBGER; VAR STACKCI: ARRCIE; VAR TRFLS:

BARR; VA CRGC, IAST: INTEXER, VAR TO-MVT: TlR)

+ I-01

* STACKCRG: uT r will be irncreased by 1 for sone cargoes

* TIFLS: Remaining cargoes will be made into F's

* SGC: Updated

+ LAST

*TO-MV

I

-q. · I--- MA' I --- - I -1- . .... -I ii- 1~ I - -
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UPD-T (I-01:INIEXER; DELIVERY: BOOLEAN; VAR COUNT:

INTSER; VAR AL, BET: LINK3; VAR NUTIME, UFIME,

NUSLK, PSLK, C(ILK: ARSHP; VAR TCREC, PIRE: PARRZ;

VAR TO-MVT: MVTPTR; VAR OMPLEX: fHBS)

+I-01

+DELIVERY: BOOLEAN, = T if inserting delivery

* CMN: length of attempted schedule as measured from pickup

* AL,BET: auxiliary pointers, used to store pickup and delivery

* NUTIME,...,CISLK: arrays t hold tire ard slack data

*TREC, PIOREC: arrays to hold stop pointers for schedule

+ }O-MVr

+ COMPLEX

g I-a --- 1 3p----L .-.~... I .~.. . ---·k CtiBP1. a~lllli·-.~----·-NNIM-LMIM III o' III · ·111 1 Now


